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Susie Chang, '92, has just about conquered the world at the ripe old age of 31,
beginning with wringing nearly every.experience possible out of her four years at Whitworth:
Chang crunched the numbers as ASWC financial vice president, burned up the courts on the tennis team,
served in Young Life leadership, took part in
two summer mission trips to Mexico) worked as
a student recruiter for the Admissions Office,
and maintained a 4.0 GPA as a double major in
business management and international trade
and politics .• After graduation, Chang and two
friends backpacked through Europe for three
weeks before the avid outdoors woman returned
to the U.S. to lead adventure courses at Camp
Spalding. At summer's end, Chang drove across
the country to Washington, D.C., where she
wasted no time climbing Capitol Hill. She
served as a legislative assistant to U.S. Senator
Slade Gorton, then as legislative director for
Congresswoman Linda Smith, as program man-
ager for the National Mentoring Partnership,
and as deputy campaign manager for Smith's
U.S. Senate campaign .• Heeding the early ad-
vice of her mentor, Whitworth Economics and
Business Professor Rich Schatz, Chang left the
world of polities in 1999 to pursue an M.B.A. at
Georgetown University. "Rich always encour-
aged me to strive for the best and to pursue
graduate work to open up new opportunities,"
Chang says. "He helped me to broaden the scope
of my career plans and discover my areas of
strength.". Chang graduated from Georgetown
with honors and now commutes each week from
her home in Virginia to Philadelphia, where she
works as a telecommunications consultant with
KPMG Consulting. She is currently preparing
for her September wedding and has long-term
plans to explore the possibility of managing her
own business or returning to the political arena.
She'd also like to continue her already-extensive
world travels .• "In seeking out challenging op-
portunities, I have discovered that life can be
richer and so much more interesting," Chang
says. "1 thmk each of us has been blessed with
particular gifts and abilities, and it is our respon-
sibility to use them to their utmost potential.
By doing so, we are living life to the fullest and
honoring God."
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features, COMMUNITY, TRAINING FOR LIFE
16 CONTRIBUTING TO THE COMMON GOOD
Students earning minors through Whitworth's Leadership Studies Program apply an
innovative theory, "transforming leadership," in an ambitious annual project to
help stamp out global hunger. In this and a number of other ways, the Leadership
Studies Program, established in 1998, is preparing students for lives of effective,
skillful, heart-to-heart leadership.
18 LEADING THE WHITWORTH WAY
Whitworth students are more likely to run into a resident assistant in a small-group
meeting or during a zany lounge stunt than in a disciplinary encounter. That's no
accident. The college hires more student leaders for more diverse roles, and places
more emphasis on relationship- and comrnunitv-building, than most other colleges
and universities. Now, national attention is being focused on Whitworth's unique
approach.
22 WHITWORTH ALUMNI: LEADERS IN ACTION
Whitworth has a long tradition of preparing - and allowing - its students to lead.
Catch up with Cinda Gorman, '71, Marquis Nubv, '85, and Travis Sines, '95, and
find out how they have built upon their undergraduate leadership experiences 10
their careers and their lives.
5 Whitworth News
14 Sports
15 President's Message
24 In the Loop
25 Class Notes
On the cover: From left, senior Stacey Johnson, ASWC executive vicepresident; sophomore Christina Des l'llux, campus activities coordinator;
and senior EmmyLou Taylor, ASWC president, receive direction from their peers during a team-building exercise involving rope, a Frisbee, a
tennis ball, and a timed obstacle course.A group of Whitworth students set out to conquer this challenging activity in April aspart of a daylong
training sessionfor new student leaders. Photo by Don Hamilton.
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editor's note
A few years back, I attended a gath-
ering of Trivial Pursuit enthusiasts
known, simply, as The Society. This
gang of cutthroat players used to get to-
gerher on a regular basis to engage in
their passion for arcane knowledge, to
discuss the news of the day, to eat copi-
ous amounts of snack food, and to laugh
it up at one another's expense. (Once,
after I'd botched an answer to an easy
question about geography - my nemesis
category - I remember another society
member saying, "We're not laughing at
you, Terry; we're laughing near you.")
That night at The Society, in the
midst of our game, we began talking
about a U.S. Senate race then in
progress. In the course of our conversa-
tion, several of the attendees made com-
ments about the political acumen of so-
ciety member Travis Sines, '95 (see
Page 22), and forecast that one day he
would run for national office. ''I'll be
your campaign manager!" offered one.
"I'll run your media office!" said another.
"I'll be your chief fund-raiser!" inter,
jeered a third. Trying to figure out my
own niche in this enterprise, I finally
piped up, "And I'll vote against you!"
You see, Travis and I detest one
another's politics. He supports ideas
(and candidates) that make me shudder.
And I'm a proponent of philosophies
(and candidates) that cause him deep
psychic pain. But he and I have been
friends from the moment he transferred
to Whitworth from the University of
Washington, and I watched with uri-
abashed admiration as he became
ASWC president, graduated summa cum
laude, and went on to the prestigious law
school at the U.W., where he earned his
J.D. As these accomplishments, as well
as his current high, powered job, would
attest, Travis is a born leader. He's smart
and engaging and has a wonderful sense
of humor, and he knows and loves the
workings of government: He once de-
cided to stop seeing a perfectly nice
young woman because, as he said in ut-
ter shock and disbelief, "She doesn't•know now a bill becomes a law!"
Even born leaders can learn a great
deal about how to lead, and Travis
soaked up all the leadership training
available to him at Whitworth. As he
matured, he became the kind of man
who can talk about anything with any-
one, who's respectful of his opponents'
ideas, and who, though he has passion-
ate beliefs, can converse about another
person's equally passionate - and abso-
lutely opposite - beliefs and still remain
friends with that person. He understands
the importance of relationships, he
keeps an open mind (though he's still
not buying what I'm selling), and he
works to build bridges rather than bar-
riers. In other words, Travis is a great
representative of the Whitworth tradi-
tion of student leadership - a tradition
and experience that we explore in this
issue of Whrtworth Today.
In julie Riddle's article on Page 16,
you'll read about Whitworth's leader-
ship-studies minor. On Page 18, Greg
Orwig explores the college's unique stu,
dent-leadership program, which has at-
tracted national attention. And Tad
Wisenor's article, on Page 22, follows
some of Whitworth's former leaders,
including Travis, to see what they're up
to in the world.
I hope this issue of Whitworth Today
will give you some insight into the ways
in which Whitworth prepares its student
leaders to go out into the world and
make a difference. And I hope you'll
enjoy reading about student leaders of
the past, present, and future - people
who have and will put Whitworth on
the map. People like Travis Sines. Now,
if Icould just get him to see things my
way..
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SURPASSING EXPECTATIONS
CAMPAIGN EXCEEDS GOAL; FUND-RAISING CONTINUES
It's not easy to surprise Whitworth President Bill Robinson. After 52 years
on the planet, 16 of them as a college president, he's seen it all. But Spokane
community leaders and Whitworth's trustees,
along with many of Robinson's friends and ad-
mirers, shocked the president in April when
they presented him with a plaque that will one
day grace the William P. Robinson Teaching
Theatre in Whitworth's soon-to-be-built
Weyerhaeuser Hall.
The group, headed by Spokane busmess
and community leaders Ray Lawton, Don
Barbieri, Chud Wendle and Wayne Williams,
along with Chairman of the Whitworth Col-
lege Board of Trustees Chuck Boppell, '65,
raised $1.3 million in Robinson's honor to help 10,000,000 20,000,000 30,000,000 40,000,000 &0,000,000 &0,000,000
build Weyerhaeuser Hall, for which ground will be broken as soon as fund-
raising is completed, "It is truly a blessing to have Bill here at Whitworth as
well as in our community," says Lawton.
Weyerhaeuser Hall will be the capstone of the Faith in the Future Cam-
paign. The campaign has exceeded its goal by more than $7 million, though
the fact that many campaign gifts were dedicated to specific projects means
.----------------, that funds still must be raised for Weyerhaeuser Hall. The $6.9-
Weyerhaeuser Han Project million building project is the top capital priority in the cam-$6.9 million by June 30, 2002
paign, and with the $1.3-million commitment to the Robinson
Teaching Theatre, $5.5 million has been raised for the project.
The building is tentatively scheduled to open its doors in fall 2003
or spring 2004.
"We're thrilled with the overall level of support for the cam-
paign," says Associate Vice President for Institutional Advance-
ment Stacey Kamm Smith, '86, the campaign's director. "At the
same time, we're very eager to break ground for our much-needed
new academic building, and we'll be working hard to close the
$1.4-million margin before the campaign ends on June 30."
While the entire Whitworth community has ensured the suc-
cess of the Faith in the Future Campaign, generous planned gifts
from the estates of trustees Martin Polhemus and Franklin Ott,
both of whom died recently, helped to put the campaign total
over the top. And longtime Whitworth supporter Ruth Thomsen,
whose husband, Ingwer, was a trustee for more than 40 years,
also supported the campaign generously, bequeathing a substan-
tial portion of her estate to the college.
Though the Whitworth community enjoyed surprising Robinson
with the naming of rhe Weyerhaeuser Hall theatre, he and his wife,
Bonnie, turned right around and made another generous gift to the
campaign and the college - and no one was surprised.
"College presidents across the country give back to their insti-
tutions. That's not unusual," says Boppell. "What is unusual about
Bill and Bonnie is that they give sacrificially to Whitworth. They believe so
strongly in the mission of this college and the lives that are changed here that
whenever the board of trustees raises Bill's salary, he and Bonnie turn around
and give it right back through their gifts. The Rohinsons are a Whitworth
treasure, and I'm very thankful that we'll have Bill's leadership for at least an-
other five years."
faculty/staff notes
faculty/staff notes
• Jeannine Michele
Graham. '74,
(Religion) recently
participated in a
conference,
Inrervarsiry Consulta-
tion on Evangelical
Women and Aca-
demic Publishing.
• Scott McQuilkin,
'84, (Athletics)
published an article,
Brutality in Football
and the Creation of
the NCAA:
A Codified Moral
Compass in Progres-
sive America, in the
May issue of Sport
History Review.
• Barbara Sanders,
MIT, '92, (Educa-
tion) was recently
appointed to the
National Council for
Accreditation of
Teacher Education's
Board of Examiners.
• Rick Hornor, '70,
(Theatre) conducted
workshops fOr museum
docents to encourage
collaboration between
Whitworth and the
NW Museum of Arts
and Culture .• Betty
Williams (Education)
helped draft the
Spokane Guilds'
School's successful
application for a
$500,000 appropria-
tions bill for research
on serving inftnts and
toddlers with disabili-
ties.• W'orks by
Gordon Wilson (Art)
have been selected to
appear in the Arte
Sagrado (Sacred Art)
Exhibit at Austin's
Concordia University,
and the Artists Council's
33rd Annual National
]uried Exhibit, in Palm
Springs.• A critique by
Adrian Teo (Psychol-
ogy) will be published
this summer in the
Journal of Psychology
- continued at right
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INTO THE WORLD
BOPPELL, ROBINSON, L1EBERTS SHARE WISDOM WITH GRADS
When the members of the Class of 2002 arrived at Whitworth for their
senior year, many were amazed to see - and some were lucky enough to move
into - the just-completed Boppell Hall. The beautiful residence hall on the
east side of campus be-
came a reality thanks to
the generosity of the chair
of Whitworth's board of
trustees, Charles (Chuck)
Boppell, '65, and hISwife,
Karlyn, '67. This spring
Boppell accepted the in-
vitation of The Class of
2002 to speak to nearly
400 graduating seniors
and their families at
Whitworth's 112th Com-
mencement, May 19 in
the Spokane Arena. In his
address, By the Way, There
Are Three Things You' 11
Want to Remember, the
chairman exhorted the
new grads to pursue their
J vocations with the passion
~ and commitment of art,
~ ists, reminded them that
the harder one works, the luckier one gets, and emphasized that successful people
must give back to society.
Whitworth President Bill Robinson was the keynote speaker at the corn-
mencement for master's-degree candidates, held in Cowles Auditorium on May
18. Robinson chose as his
topic Blessed Are the Peace-
makers, and offered the 110
advanced-degree recipients
suggestions for making "the
interpersonal, intergroup,
and international peace we
so desperately need" in an
increasingly violent and
volatile world.
The 2002 baccalaureate
service featured longtime
professors Don and Doris
Liebert, M.Ed., '75 (Soci-
ology and School of Educa-
tion, respectively), both of
whom are retiring this year
(see Page 9). The Lieberts'
address, Pentecost: What's
Going On Here', addressed
the importance of that
Christian holiday, which
fell this year during Com-
mencement Weekend.
Above, Associate Professor of Education Gordon
Watanabe, left, and MIT graduate Dan Kilgore.
'02, celebrate after the graduate commencement
ceremony. Top left, Coral Langton, '02, isflanked by
incognito pranksters, all of whom turned out to be
members of her family, at the undergraduate
commencement ceremony. Langton's relatives traveled
from Bolivia, Hawaii, and several Northwestern states
to take part in Commencement Weekend events.
- continued from left
and Christiani ry.
• Pamela Corpron
Parker, '81, (English)
presented a paper on
Charlotte Bronte at the
British WOmen Writers
Association Conference
at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison.
• A book by Arlin
Migliazzo (History),
Teaching as an Act of
Faith: Theory and
Practice in Church-
Related Higher
Education, will be
published in the fill.
• Laurie Lamon,
'78, (English) received
a 2002-03 Graves
Award in the
Humanities. The
$9,000 award will
allow Lamon to work
on several substantial
poetry-related projects.
• James Edwards,
'67, (Religion) recently
had articles published
in Christianity Today,
Presbyterian
Outlook, and
Theology Matters.
Jane Nielson (Student
Life) was named
school-based mentoring
volunteer of the month
by Big Brothers/Big
Sisters of Spokane.
• Bowl fir Kids' Sake
teams led by Debi
Kaufinan (Library),
Jerry Paschall
(Custodial Services)
and Terri Carreira
(Human Resources)
raised $2, 834 fir Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of
Spokane .• The
Reluctant Traveler: A
Pilgrimage Through
Loss and Recovery, by
Diane Dempsey
Marr (Education),
will bepublished in
August by NavPress.
whitworth
A WHITWORTH FAREWELL
MARTIN POLHEMUS AND FRANKLIN on
Whitworth lost two of its strongest supporters this spring with the deaths of
trustees Martin Polhemus and Franklin Ott.
Polhemus, 79, died March 5 In Spokane. He held a masrer's degree in ento-
mology from Iowa State University, where he also earned
his undergraduate degree, and was a general agent for the
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co. until his retire-
ment in 1983. He then did consulting work for NML and
continued his work, begun in 1967, with the Whitworth
board, which he served as treasurer until he became ill ear-
lier this year. Polhemus was also a member of the board of
The Whitworth Foundation. He is survived by his wife,
Jean, six children, his brother, 11 grandchildren and four
Polhemus great-grandchildren. "In more ways that anyone could
know, he gave of himself to make Whitworth a stronger institution," says
Whitworth President Bill Robinson. "Marty is gone, but his work will bless
Whitworth in very tangible ways for all of the days this college stands."
Ott, 86, who passed away April 29, received his B.A. from U. C. Berkeley.
He served as a lieutenant commander in the Navy during WWII, after which
he moved to Spokane and opened an International Har-
vester dealership. Ott made many trips to Thailand, teach-
ing business English and farming techniques during his
visits. He became a licensed pilot at age 60, was a mem-
ber of Westminster Congregational Church for 50 years,
and was a member of numerous organizations, including
the Downtown Rotary Club. Ott served on The
Whitworth Foundation board for many years and was
named a life trustee of the college; he and his wife, Margie
May, a former professor of music at Whitworth, were Ott
awarded the George Frederick Whitworth Medal for outstanding service in
1992. Ott is survived by his wife, two sons, two brothers, a sister, and two
granddaughters. "No more precious soul has befriended this college," says
Robinson. "I can't begin to express how much we will miss this man."
HOMER CUNNINGHAM
Professor Ementus of History Homer Cunningham, 88, died April 22.
Cunningham received his B.A. in history from Greenville College in Illinois and earned a
master's degree from the University of Michigan and a Ph.D. in history from
New York University.
Along with his wife, Grace, Cunningham came ro Spokane in 1955 to
teach history at Whitworth, where he established the major in American stud-
ies. He retired from full-time teaching in 1981 but continued to teach on an
adjunct basis at the college for two years after his retirement.
Cunningham was the author of The Presidents' Last Years: George Washing~
ton to Lyndon]ohnson, published in 1989. He was a member and past president
of Spokane Rotary North and served as chair of the Spokane County Repub-
Cunningham lican Party for two terms. He was also an elder and choir member for many
years at Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church.
Calling Cunningham "one of those people who turned Whitworth College into the truly great
institution it has become today," Politics & History Professor John Yoder says of his former col-
league, "I will always remember Homer as a man who loved students, who loved history, and who
loved Whitworth."
Cunningham is survived by his wife, his daughter, and three grandchildren.
STUDENT DIES
IN TRAGIC
ACCIDENT
The campus commu-
nity grieved the loss
this spring of
sophomore Cameron
Gray, who was killed
when she was hit by a
car on Hawthorne
Road near the college.
The accident took
place at night, when
visibility was limited;
the driver whose car
struck Gray was not
cited. Gray was
rushed to a local
hospital, where she
died about five hours
after the accident.
Members of the
Whitworth commu-
nity gathered with
Grays ftmily fOr a
memorial service in
Seeley Mudd Chapel,
where Psychology
ProfessorJim Waller
characterized Gray as
one who "felt an
unusual depth of
compassion and
responsibility to make
the world a better
place. "Assistant
Professor of Religion
Jeannine Michele
Graham. '74, who
was also Grays
freshman advisor,
echoed Waller s
sentiments. "Cameron
was a person of real
character, " Graham
said. "we will miss
her deeply. "
grant notes
• Norman Thorpe
(adjunct, Politics &
History, Communica-
tion Studies) received
a $9,000 grant from
the Australian
government's Austra-
lia-Korea Foundation
to curate an exhibit of
historic Korean
photographs in Seoul.
• Tami Echavarria
(Instructional
Services) received a
$2,750 grant from the
American Library
Association and a
$500 grant from the
Washington Commis-
sion on the Humani-
ties to host a Live @
Your Library
program, which
brought to campus
three multicultural
authors who took part
in a reading, a panel
discussion, and .
classroom visits.
•Janet Hauck
(Weyerhaeuser Center)
received a $23,000
grant from the Office
of the Superintendent
for Public Instruction's
Washington Civil
Liberties Public
Program to conduct an
oral-history project
about [apanese-
Americans living in
Spokane during World
w"r II. • Richard
Stevens, Lois
Kieffaber and
Delbert Friesen {all
Physics} received a
$50,000 grant from
the Carl M. Hansen
Foundation to help
build an observatory
dome in the science
building. The dome
will house a web-based
telescopethat will
enable real-time
viewing and can be
accessedvia the web in
the dome and in local
classrooms.Project
fUnd-raising continues.
- continued at right
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GATES GRANT BOOSTS WHITWORTH TECHNOLOGY
Even in the high-priced world of technology, $750,000 is a considerable
sum. And a grant in that amount from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
will soon help to bring multimedia teaching stations, projectors, recording and
closed-circuit broadcasting gear, hardware, software and networking equipment
to the Whitworth campus.
"We're extremely grateful to the Gates Foundation for all it does to support
education and other critical causes in our region and around the world,"
Whitworth President Bill Robinson says. "No liberal arts college can have
cutting-edge technology in every area, and Whitworth has chosen academic
technology as its area of excellence. This grant enables us to expand our aca-
demic facilities on campus and to provide the latest technological tools to our
students and faculty."
The grant will provide $420,000 for instructional technology in the soon-
to-be-built Weyerhaeuser Hall and $330,000 for a campus-technology-ac-
cess initiative.
"Since installing a fiberoptic backbone and the first administrative and
academic computers more than a decade ago, Whitworth has recognized
the transforming power of technology for achieving its educational goals,"
says Ken Pecka, '80, Whitworth's director of instructional resources. "The
college has aggressively pursued technological tools that enhance the teach,
ing and learning experience, and the Gates Foundation grant supports us
in the goal of enhancing academic excellence through the strategic de,
ployment of technology."
WHO LOVES WHOM?
Congreve'sThe Way of the World, Whitworth's spring theatre production, 'depicts
a world of romance and intrigue peopled byfops, lovers and villains, and marked
by brilliant wordplay and hilarious farce, "says Director and Theatre Profissor
Diana Trotter. In this scene, freshman Chelsea Globe (foreground), as the
charming Mrs. Millamant, elicits varying responsesfrom (left to right) Mrs.
Fainfall (junior Becca Hannon) Witwoud (freshman Brandon Leahy), and
Mincing (sophomore Sarah Larson).
grant notes
- continued from left
• Ken Pecka, '80,
(Instructional
Resources) received a
$42,525 in-kind
grant from the
SMARTer Kids
Foundation to
purchase NEe
portable projectors.
• Barbara Sanders,
MIT, '92, (Educa-
tion) received a
$40,537 grant from
the Office of the
Superintendent of
Public Instruction fir
the Simultaneous
Renewal of Math
and Science Educa-
tion Project, in
partnership with
Northwood Middle
School and
St. Georges School.
• Whitworth received
a$500,000HUD
ED! Special Project
grant for the construc-
tion of the Regional
Resource and
Learning Center in
lX'eyerhaeuserHall.
• Whitworth is a
$20,000 sub-grantee
of an Oregon State
University grant from
the National
Endowment fir the
Humanities. The
[unds will be used to
develop the Northwest
Digital Archives
Project, directed by
Whitworth Archivist
Janet Hauck.
whitworth
A FOND FAREWELL
Whitworth paused in the midst of the busy commencement season to say
thank you and farewell to five retiring faculty members: Les Francis (Educa-
tion), Rod Hansen, '62 (Math and Computer Science); Linda Hunt, MAT
'78 (English/Service Learning); Don Liebert (So-
ciology); and Doris Liebert, M.Ed. '75 (Education/
Student Teaching).
"We are not only retiring five people, we're retir-
ing a significant part of who we are as a college,"
President Bill Robinson said. "If you do the It's a
Wonderful Life trick and try to imagine Whitworth
without the influence of these great people, you see
a very different place. We will miss them enormously.
Personally, Bonnie and I have seen a huge influ-I• ence on our children by the Lieberts and Linda
<~ Hunt. Multiply that by thousands and you begin to
~ see the legacy of these five."
Don Liebert. who has been at Whitworth for 29 years, has enjoyed looking
around the college and seeing areas that would be different ifhe "hadn't meddled
a bit." Doris Liebert retires after 20 years of preparing beginning teachers
through her encouragement and support of their academic growth. The couple
looks forward to taking a trip together in September, then continuing their
vocations wherever God calls them to be, "My call to be at Whitworth ends in
June; my vocation continues wherever God opens the door," says Doris, Don,
too, will continue to teach. "No longer being a professor won't end my desire
to teach what I know," he says. "This is a warning that I address at least to my
grandchildren and my friends in the church!"
After 22 years at Whitworth, Hunt will be able to focus more energy on
The Krista Foundation for Global Citizenship, the foundation she and her
husband, History Professor James Hunt, founded after their daughter, Krista
Hunt Ausland, died in Bolivia. Hunt will treasure the memories of her time
with Whitworth's students. "It's the internal work as a faculty member, en-
couraging students to think and write well and to gain confidence and ability
with these skills, that seems most important," she says.
During his 21 years on the faculty, Hansen has been involved in the growth
of the math and computer science programs and has worked to aid the faculty
and staff in financial issues and benefits,
as well as to support Whitworth's strong
Christian commitment. As he heads
into retirement, he will tackle unfin-
ished projects, travel with his wife,
Karen, improve his plectrum banjo
skills, and spend time in his orchard.
Francis, who has been teaching at
the college for 18 years. says that his
greatest accomplishment at Whitworth
is the friendships he's made. But he will
also continue with another of his
Whitworth passions: the annual
Whitworth Writing Rally.
''I'll continue to work with the writ-
ing rally for at least two years," he says,
"but I have many other projects that
demand my time. I estimate that my
to-do list exceeds my life expectancy
by 75 years."
LEAVING ON A
HIGH NOTE
Director of Choral
Activities S. Bryan
Priddy said his
Whitworth farewells in
Mayas he led the
college'sacclaimed
choir and the
Cathedral Concert
Orchestra in a concert,
Reflections. at
Spoleanes St. Johns
Cathedral. Priddy is
leaving Whitworth to
take a new position as
director of music
ministries at Atlanta's
Peachtree Presbyterian
Church, the largest
Presbyterian church in
North America.
From left, Linda
Hunt, Don Liebert
and Doris Liebert,
friends and colleagues
for many years. (Not
pictured: Rod Hansen,
Les Prancis.)
BEGINNING THE NEXT CHAPTER
The community said farewell and Godspeed to three Whitworth
staff members who joined the ranks of college retirees this spring:
from left, Program Assistant Sally Bumgarner (who came to the
collegein 1990), HVAC Specialist &y Kuhn (1994), and
Director of Human ResourcesAlice Mewbourn (1996).
WhitWO~4al
student notes
• Benjamin Metcalf.
'04, was selected to
take part in the
Institute of Interna-
tional Mediation and
Conflict Resolutions
2002 international
student symposium in
The Hague. • Esme
Carson and Charlie
Fornia, both '02,
were selected to
exhibit their works in
the 2002 regional
college student art
exhibition sponsored
by the Spokane Arts
Commission. The
exhibit, Explorations
VIII, was held in the
Chase Gallery at
Spokane City Hall
• Kim Wilson, '02,
and Katherine
Carlson and Kelsey
Rice, both '03, read
their essaysat the 17th
Annual Undergradu-
ate Literature
Conference held in
April at U7eberState
University in Utah .•
Cynthia Parker, '02,
who majored in
organizational
management through
Whitworth's Continu-
ing Studies Depart-
ment, won two
scholarships totalling
$5,500from
Soroptimist Interna-
tional of the Americas
and Soroptimist
International of
Spokane .• Nichol
Pettis, '03, a student
in Whitworths 3-2
engineering program,
was one of two
students nationwide to
receive a 2002 Harold
P. Brown Fellowship
to continue her studies
in chemical engineer-
ing at Washington
University in St.
Louis. • Caitlin
Clapp, '03, was
selected by the
Spokane Public
- continued at right
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ROBINSON, STUDENTS DISCUSS KEY ISSUES
President Bill Robinson opened his home to students this spring in hopes
of stimulating discussion about important Whitworth community concerns.
The discussions focused on the theme "Community at Whitworth, " and ad-
dressed issues that were raised by students in an ASWC survey conducted dur-
ing ] anuary.
"The ASWC survey suggested that we need to think more openly and more
often about community at Whitworth, so 1offered to host the conversations,"
says Robinson. ,
The first discussion focused on what it means to be a Christian at Whitworth
and explored ways in which Christian students and staff can show the love of
Christ in their actions. There was also discussion about how students who
might feel marginalized interact with the Whitworth community; this topic
carried into the second conversation.
The second discussion addressed how it feels to be in the minority at
Whitworth. Robinson spoke with students about the support systems within
the campus community, focusing especially on how Whitworthians can foster
support for one another while remaining true to their convictions.
The third and final discussion concerned Whitworth's intellectual climate.
Students voiced their opinions regarding the practices and policies of the col-
lege and the impact that these policies have on rigorous intellectual inquiry .
Robinson found the conversations to be both interesting and fruitful. "I always
find conversations with students to be very rich," he says. "These three were
especially so."
ASWC President Tony Hoshaw, '02, collaborated with Robinson to orga-
nize the discussions. Hoshaw believes that the conversations have been suc-
cessful in stimulating discussion and increasing dialogue, but sees more work
ahead. "Practical action needs to be taken to address the many issues that were
raised at the meetings," says Hoshaw.
Robinson concurs. "As soon as 1have the chance," he says, "I'll take what 1
learned and meet with folks from academic affairs and student life to discuss
how we can make improvements in areas that students have identified."
ABBAJAVA BENEFITS
SPOKANE'S HOMELESS
Between 500 and 1,000 homeless
youth populate Spokane's streets at
any given time, saysJulia Stronks,
associate professor of politics &
history. In March, Stronks' class on
poverty hosted the Abba]ava Benefit
Clubhouse and raised $1,750 fir
meals fir Spokane's homeless youth.
The clubhouse, which entertained
nearly 500 participants, included
concessions, games and performances
by Whitworth performers
Cross WOrd. Sittser,
Hulkamaniacs and Cool Whip.
All proceeds went to support a service
project with Cup of Cool water, an
outreach program for homeless youth
in Spokane, created by Mark
Terrell, '94. The classplans to begin
building a $25,000 endowment to
fUnd [uture meals.
student notes
- continued from left
Relations Council for
a summer internship
with the Shriners'
Hospital for Children.
• These members of the
Whitworth chapter of
Future Business
Leaders of America,
Phi Beta Lambda,
won awards at the
Washington State
Competitive Events
Conference: Lezlie
Aano and Nina
Sidneva, '02;
Chan tel Lindquist
and Kathy
Goligoski, '03;
Steven Shaw, Megon
Morris, Joshua Case,
and David
Fevergeon, '04; and
Carla De Priest,
Chari Evans,
]ayleen Hille and
John Whitelatch,
'05 .• Anne Dwyer,
'02, moderated a
panel discussion on
Literary Tourism and
the Woman Writer,
and Cynthia Turner
Camp, '98, presented
a paper on Augusta
w"rd at the 1Oth
Annual British
Women Writers
Association Confer-
ence.• Angela Hunt,
Jennifer Strattan
and Meghann
Reynolds, '02;
Stacey Landes and
Kasey Graham, '03;
Sara Hornor and
Haley Dove, '04; and
the members of
Coo/Whip,
Whitworths theatre
troupe, were featured
in Spokanes annual
Lilac Festival variety
show, produced and
directed by Rick
Hornor, '70,
(Theatre).
whitworth
WHITWORTH, GONZAGA COLLABORATE ACROSS CULTURES
As Whitworth seeks to promote cultural and ethnic diversity on campus
and in the region, English Professor Doug Sugano and Bob Bartlett, director of
cultural affairs at Gonzaga University, are offering students a new way to view
African-American culture.
Sugano and Bartlett collaborated on a service- learning project done
as part of a recent African-American literature class. Each Friday dur-
ing the project, students traveled to Spokane's Northwest Museum of
Arts and Culture to catalog photographs taken by Wally Hagin, a black
photographer who contributed a col- =------------,
lection of his life's work to the mu-
seum, and Carl Maxie, a local black
attorney, activist, and avid photogra-
pher. The photos include shots ofU .S.
Cavalry troops at Fort George Wright,
as well as police officers, politicians,
and members of local churches.
"We wanted the class to under-
stand that Spokane is not an all-white en-
clave, II Sugano says. "There has been a real and
vibrant black community here since the turn
of the 20th century."
Bartlett adds, "Few people in Spokane have
any idea of the African-American presence and their contribution to this com-
munity. A complete and thoroughly documented African-American photo col-
lection will be of great value to the entire community."
Bartlett plans to apply for a grant that will fund the full development of the
cataloging project begun by Whitworth students. He hopes eventually to transfer
the photos and accompanying narratives to CD-ROM for use by teachers in
the Spokane area. Bartlett also hopes to establish a traveling exhibit that could
be set up for public viewing in community centers and other prominent loca-
tions in Spokane.
A sampling of photos
from the Northwest
Museum of Arts and
Culture's collection
documenting the lives
of African Americans
living in Spokane
during the early 1900s.
•
From left..freshman
Mike Larkin,
Northwest Museum of
Arts and Culture
Archives Librarian
Rayette Wilder,
Gonzaga University
Director of Cultural
Affairs Bob Bartlett,
Whitworth English
ProfessorDoug
Sugano, freshman
Amie Morrison and
senior Tracie
Lievense review
historical photos
documenting African-
American culture in
Spokane.
w
FLYING FAKE FATTIES CELEBRATE SPRING
Body-slamming wasjust one of the delights available at
this year's Springftst (sophomoreAdam Bediamol,
airborne at left, was an enthusiastic participant). Above,
Elizabeth Smelser, '04, at left, tries out the
candlemaking table. A kissing booth, a phrenology kiosk,
a Nerf rifle range, an inflatable obstacle courseand music
from Canadian band The Clumsy Lovers also drew people
to the event, which generated donations for the Spokane
Food Bank.
MIZWIZARD
COMES TO
WHITWORTH
Writer/actor jane
Curry brought two of
her selfpenned
performance pieces to
Whitworth this
spring. In Samantha
'Rastles' the Woman
Question, Curry
becomes a rustic
philosopher from the
late 19th century. Mil.
Wizard's Science
Secrets tells the stories
of female Nobel Prize
winners, inventors,
astronauts, astrono-
mers and computer
pioneers. The
performances were
sponsored by
Whitworth organiza-
tions including the
recently chartered
'WOmenin Natural
and Psychological
Science. Curry tours
nationally and has
also performed in
Israel and Japan.
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'CORE' CHANGES
REVISED PROGRAM STILL THE HEART OF NEW REQUIREMENTS
With the recent approval of new general-education requirements, Core was
transformed into "Worldview Studies," a title chosen by faculty to be more
intentional about the program's purposes, says Tammy Reid, '60, vice presi-
dent for academic affairs.
Faculty approved a l Oepage proposal written by the general, education task
force over the past three-and-a-half years. While three Core classes will still be
required, the renamed Wdrldview Studies will cover material similar to past
classes, with the exception of a redesign of the third class, currently known as
Core 350.
(IIbelieve the gen-ed changes will mean that the education we provide at
Whitworth will be more directly linked to our educational mission across the
entire spectrum of general, education courses," says Politics & History Profes-
sor Arlin Migliazzo, who is also director of faculty development and chair of
the General Education Task Force.
The Worldview Studies courses will begin with a Judea-Christian base and
build from there. The contributions of science, formerly covered in Core 350,
will be integrated throughout the three courses, and the third worldview re-
quirement will now address applied ethics and public policy.
Along with the Core redesign, requirements in multicultural studies, mod,
ern languages, math, science and kinesiology have also changed.
"There should be closer connections between the courses taken for general
education," says Reid. "That is, it takes more than listing courses on the same
page of the catalog to help students see connections. Now, with methodology,
assumptions, worldview questions, and ethics running throughout the courses,
we hope students will better see how knowledge, skills, and values are con,
nected with each other."
During 2002-03, courses will be designed and modified to meet the new
requirements. The Class of 2007 will be the first for which the new general-ed
requirements will be in effect.
WHITWORTH HOSTS SPOKANE POVERTY FORUM
Spokane Mayor John Powers addresses 300-plus people who attended the daylong
One Spokane summit at Whitworth on reducing poverty in the region. Whitworth
President Bill Robinson, who co-chairs the initiative, says the summit was 'a
natural fit"for Whitworth, given the college'slongstanding commitment to
community outreach and service and recent decisions to make the reduction of
poverty a focus of Whitworth's service-learning and research activities.
TOP BRASS,
FIRST CLASS
The Whitworth Jazz
Ensemble and two
student-musicians
won top awards at the
35th annual Lionel
Hampton Jazz
Festival, held in
February at the
University of Idaho.
For the fturth time in
six years, the ensemble
took first place in the
college/university
division of the
competition. The
group. led by guest-
conductor 1erry
Lack, placed ahead of
14 competing
ensembles. Lack
directed the ensemble
while its full-time
director, Whitworth
Professor of Music
Dan Keberle, was on
sabbatical this spring.
Festival judges also
honored Whitworth
junior Justin Keller
with a first-place
award for outstanding
college saxophone solo
and sophomore Mike
Frederick for
outstanding college
guitar solo.
whitworth
Writers (from left)
Alex Kuo. Gloria Bird
and Xu Xi came to
Whitworth fir the
Live @ Your Library
program.
PALMER, OTHER LUMINARIES SPEAK AT WHITWORTH
Education activist and author Parker Palmer, a senior associate of the Ameri-
can Association for Higher Education, lectured at Whitworth this spring on
Educational Reform from the Inside Out.
Palmer, who came to campus as part of the Lilly Endowment-funded project
Discerning Vocation: Community, Context and Commu-
ments, is the author of The Courage to Teach: Exploring
the Inner Landscape of a Teacher', Life.
Palmer, who asks the question, "Who is the self that
teaches?" in his acclaimed book, says that by addressing
this question, "We can serve our students more faith-
fully, enhance our own well-being, make common cause
with colleagues, and help education bring more light
and life into the world."
Calling Palmer an "educator's educator," Vice
President for Academic Affairs (and longtime educa-
tion professor) Tammy Reid, '60, says of the author, "Parker Palmer thinks
deeply about teaching and learning, and he communicates his ideas in pro-
found and inspiring ways."
Joining Palmer at Whitworth this spring were other high-profile writers,
activists, and thinkers. Authors Gloria
Bird, Alex Kuo and Xu Xi (left) came to
campus as part of the Live @ Your Library
program; Werner Fornes, of Washington
D.C.'s Population Institute, offered a lec-
ture, Profile of a Terrorist: Population Pres-
sures in the 21 sr Century; essayist and
children's author Scott Russell Sanders
came to campus as the English
Department's 2002 Endowed English
Reader; Christian futurists Tom and Chris-
tine Sine offered their thoughts on Social
Justice in a Post-9/l1 World; and former
Whitworth chaplain Ron White, who now
teaches at San Francisco Theological Seminary, spoke about his ground breaking
new book, Lincoln's Greatest Speech: The Second Inaugural.
'~ .. ,:
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Palmer
PICTURE PERFECT
Award-winning
photographer and
cinematographer Floyd
Daniel, left, received an
honorary doctorate [rom
Whitworth at Founder's
Day Convocation this
spring. Whitworth
President Bill Robinson
conferred the degree
upon Daniel. An avid
photographic chronicler
since he received his first
"terrible" camera when
he was 8years old,
Daniel was honored for his contributions to Whitworth and to the craft to which he
has dedicated much of his life. In 1995, he donated his entire collection of
photography books and periodicals to Whitworth's Harriet Cheney Cowles
Memorial Library; the collection has now grown to more than 1,400 volumes.
ROBINSON ON
LEADERSHIP
When Whitworth
President Bill
Robinson sat down
to write a book about
leadership, he had to
ignore an imaginary
voice telling him,
"Thais the last thing
the world needs. " But
in listening to lessons
ftom history, ftom
trends in organiza-
tional change, and
from his experience
over 16years as a
collegepresident,
Robinson discovered
insights to help leaders
blend the theoretical
and the practical to
navigate their
organizations through
the turbulence of the
21st century.
"It'saudacious for
anyone to write a
book on leadership,
but this is what
interests me and what
1 wanted to think and
write about, "
Robinson says. ''It's
really a 250-page
explanation of why f
do what J do."
Leading People from
the Middle - The
Universal Mission of
Heart and Mind,
published by
Executive Excellence
Publishing, will soon
be available from the
Whitworth Bookstore
(509177-4524)
and jom major
bookstores in Spokane
and online.
sports wrap-up
• Men's basketball
finished the season with
a 20-7 overall record,
filling to Lewis & Clark
in the conftrence-
championship game.
Sophomore Bryan
Depew was named to
his second consecutive
All-Northwest Con-
ference first team, senior
Gunner Olson earned
second-team recognition,
and junior Chase
WiUiams received
honorable mention.
• In women's hoops,
Head Coach Helen
Higgs was named
NWC Coach a/the lear
and seniorErica Ewart
received Conference
Player of the Year
honors. Junior Chrissy
Oneal and freshman
Tiffany Speer were
namedAII-NWC second
team and honorable
mention, respectively, as
the Bucs finished second
in the NWC (I8-9
overall) and advanced to
the conference-
championship game, a
55-45 loss to PLU.
• Whitworth baseball
finished 16-8 in the
NWC (secondplace)
and 20-18 overall.
Three Pirates were
namedAll-NWC: senior
catcher Brian Savery
(/or the second straight
season), who led the
conference in runs scored
and batted .415;junior
pitcher Kurt Reese,
who finished with a 6-3
recordand a 4. 41 ERA;
and junior shortstop
Chris Hughbanks,
who batted .367.
Seniors Scott Biglin
(first base) andAaron
Keller (outfield), along
with junior Marques
Molett (utility), earned
honorable mentions.
• W'Omen-s tennis took
third place in the NWC
Jill Huibregtse was
- continued at right
MCQUILKIN HONORED AS TOP A.D.
The secret's out: Whitworth Athletics Director Scott McQuilkin, '84, has
been named 2001-02 Division III West Region Athletics Director of the Year
by the National Association of Directors of Collegiate Athletics. McQuilkm
was honored at NACDA's 37th annual con-
vention, June 17 in Dallas. "This is a won-
derful recognition and I'm honored to re-
ceive it," saysMcQuilkin. "What this award
also means, of course, is that I'm part of a
great staff that is doing quality work and
providing terrific experiences for young
people."
McQuilkin was nominated by colleagues
as near as the Whitworth Athletics Depart-
ment and as far away as Wake Forest Uni-
versity. Wake's athletics director, Ron
Wellman, says of McQuilkin, "The words
McQuilkin leader, intelligent, respected, hard-working,
loyal, inspirational - all describe Scott and, therefore, make him an excellent
candidate for this award. Scott is at the core of Whitworth's success; he has
been instrumental in leading the Whitworth program to national prominence
and has done it in a manner that is appreciated on his own campus."
Whitworth Head Women's Basketball Coach Helen Higgs backs up
Wellman's assertion. Citing McQuilkin's record of finding the best coaches for
each of the college's teams, she says of her boss, "I have seen Scott's ability to
discern the qualities that enable a coach to be successful. But Scott doesn't
focus solely on a person's ability to develop a winning program, he is also inter-
ested in each candidate's desire to encourage excellence in all areas of our stu-
dent-athletes' lives."
Whitworth Economics and Business Professor Rich Schatz, another of
McQuilkin's nominators, concurs. "Scott's unbending commitment to the aca-
demic success of every student-athlete springs at least in part from his own
strong academic credentials and his own commitment to be an effective class-
room professor," Schatz says. "Scott genuinely embraces the Div. III phtloso-
phy of an athletics program committed to the welfare of student-athletes."
McQuilkin, who earned his Ph.D. at Penn State University, is also an asso-
ciate professor of kinesiology and athletics at Whitworth. He has been the
college's athletics director since 1996.
WANG IS NATIONAL CHAMP IN SWIMMING
Continuing - and building upon - Whitworth's tradition of excellence in
swimming, sophomore Kevin Wang captured the college's
first NCAA Div. III national championship, winning the
400-yard individual medley at the national championship
meet this spring. Wang, a sophomore who posted tcp-
drawer performances throughout the swim season, was also
named to the All-America team. His teammates wrapped
the dual-meet season well (men 7-2 overall, 6-0 NWC;
women 5-4 overall, 5-1 NWC), then finished second to
UPS in the NWC championship meet. Senior Brent Rice,
Wang juniors Ryan Freeman and Josh Andrew, Wang, and fresh-
men Serena Fadel and Cory Bergman qualified for nationals, with Fadel, Rice
and Freeman joining Whitworth's national champ as All-Amencans. Fadel
also earned the highest-ever individual finish for a Whitworth woman, finish-
ing 5th in the 200 breaststroke.
sports wrap-up
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named AII-NWC and
Jill Vaughan was voted
the conference's
Sportswoman of the
Jear. The Pirate men
finished seventh, with
freshman Chad
Dierickx earning all-
conference honors.
• Softball finished the
season5~25Joverall"
sophomore shortstop
Laura Romag earned
all-conference honorable
mention, and the team's
top hitters werefreshmen
Andraya Robertson
(.351) andAubri
Azzarito, who batted
.312 and led the team
in extra basehits and
RBI. • In track and
field, the women took
third at the NWC
championships.
Sophomore Kristen
Shields took first in the
1OO-meterdash and
anchored the winning
4x 100 relay.Sophomore
Leslie Nelson won the
10,000. Senior Abby Jo
Hornstein was the
heptathlon champ,
Whitworth's fourth
female conference
champion .• Track-
andfield men finished
fifth, with senior Leo
Suzuki taking the 400,
junior Ben Rorem
winning the J 00, and
the Pirates leading the
way in the 4x400 and
the 4x100. Juniors Beth
Abbey and Jessica
Austin, Hornstein,
Rorem and Suzuki
qualified for the NCAA
Division III champion-
ships in St. Paul. Rorem's
9th-place finish was
Whitworth's highest.
_____ president's
mes
Leadership's
delicate
balance
A while back, I was chatting with a
fellow college president as we walked
across his campus. We had just enjoyed
a wonderful chapel service. Of course,
rather than discussing the splendor of
the God whom we had just worshipped,
we were going over our chapel budgets.
"How many full-time people do you
have on your chapel staff, Bill!'' he
asked. "Maybe one-and-a-half to two,"
I replied. You could have knocked him
over with a feather. He knew our dean
of the chapel, Terry McGonigal, was
good, but he couldn't imagine how we
could have such a robust spiritual life
on campus with such a small staff.
When I explained that most hours of
direct ministry at Whitworth come
through trained, paid srudent-ministrv
coordinators, he was stunned.
In this issue of Whitworth Today, we
have put the magnifying glass on our
very unusual student-leadership pro~
gram. I'm sure there are many features
that distinguish it from others, but over
the years I have witnessed two aspects of
the program that especially impress me.
First, our student-life staff believes
that the best reason for hiring students
in so many campus positions is not just
for the benefits that student leaders get
from the experience; it's because stu-
dents can do these jobs better than staff
can. Certainly, the student leaders grow
significantly in these positions, but they
have their jobs because both research
and experience argue that if properly
trained and motivated, peers can out-
perform the rest of us in relation-based
jobs. And that belief elevates dramati-
cally the respect and expectations we
hold for our student leaders.
Second, I'm impressed beyond words
with the way student leaders respond
to the paradoxes of their positions.
When I do orientation with them, I
always discuss how marginalized they
will sometimes feel in their roles. They
are a little different from most students
because of those leadership roles. And
they are a little different from the staff
because of their student status. Yet
these young people lead beautifully
from the margin, seldom overplaying
their hands and seldom forsaking their
duties as leaders. They're remarkable.
I wrote a book that should be out
any day now. In it I made the argument
that Zl st-centurv leaders will need to
understand the paradoxes of their po-
sit ions and be able to lead differently
in different situations. When leaders
find themselves at opposite poles of a
paradox, they will need to lead in very
different ways. I came to the conclu-
sian that if there is a universal paradox
in leadership, it grows out of the need
people have for their leaders both to
follow them and to lead them. There
are situations that call for leaders to
represent the desires of their people.
Leaders don't know everything and
shouldn't pretend they do. But there are
also times when leaders must shape the
desires of their people. They have not
been placed in positions of leadership
in order to check the wind, then run
out in front of the prevailing sentiment.
"Leaders" who follow from the front of
the pack are little more than vote
counters. Interestingly, I find that when
leaders do a good job of representing,
they strengthen their ability to do the
skillful work of shaping. They earn the
power to lead by their willingness to lis-
ten and follow. A member of our cabi-
net once told me that someone had said
Idon't look very presidential or, for that
matter, act very presidential. "Good,"
Ithought to myself. "I'm building capi-
tal for when I need to be presidential."
Student leaders are cast into situa-
tions that demand them to develop
leadership sensitivity. They must know
when to be one of the gang and when
to lead the gang. The measure of their
peer influence is the product of this dis-
cernment. But adding significantly to
this measure is a campus-wide aware-
ness that we have a history of superb
student leadership. And that history
puts a helpful wind at the back of our
student leaders.
We are being led by some remark-
able students. I hope you enjoy learn-
ing about them in this issue of
Whitworth Today.
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Whitworth's leadership-studies minor
challenges students to look beyond
conventional leadership
Danny Clapp had his post-Whitworth future all
figured out. In fall 2000, the senior business-manage-
ment major and president of ASWC knew he would
graduare in May 2001 and rhen work his way into rhe upper
echelons of rhe corporare business world. Whar Clapp hadn't
figured inro his plan was rhe life-changing classes and profes-
sors he encountered while earning a minor in Whitworth's
Leadership Srudies Program.
"What I was learning in the program, combined with my
work in ASWC, broughr my business-career plans ro a hair
and pointed me in a new direction," Clapp says. "I realized
that I wanted to make a difference in the lives of college stu-
dents the same way that my leadership-studies professors did
in my life. 1 discovered rhar I had a passion for leadership and
a passion for developing student leaders, and I realized that
higher education, not business, was the career path for me."
Thar discovery led Clapp ro Geneva College, in Pennsyl-
vania, where he is earning a master's degree in higher educa-
tion and working as a resident director.
Clapp is one of a growing number of Whitworth alumni
who have complered minors rhrough Whirworrh's Leadership
Srudies Program. Spearheaded by Associare Professor of Edu-
carion Jack Burns and housed in rhe School of Education, rhe
program offered its first class in fall 1998 in response ro rhe
college's goal to become one of the region's leading insriru-
tions in student-leadership training.
"Whirworrh had long been involved in leadership educa-
tion, providing students elective leadership courses and ser-
vice-learning opportunities," Bums says. "But there wasn't an
established interdisciplinary program with collaboration be-
tween academic departments and student life, and we needed
to develop critical components of leadership studies, includ-
ing courses in leadership theory and skill development."
Leadership studies is an emerging discipline in undergradu-
ate and graduate schools nationwide. Whitworth's program is ~flt
modeled afrer rhar of rhe Jepson School of Leadership ar rhe"e.~
if"e.~"~s:
Universiry of Richmond, which is rhe flagship program in rhe
country, and Washington State University's program, created
by Burns, who was a student-affairs faculty member at WSU
for 18 years.
"When I had rhe opportunity ro develop a leadership-stud-
ies program at Whitworth, I was excited to see what could be
created to train students in a Christian context," Burns says.
An interdisciplinary team including Bums, Associate Dean
of Srudenrs Dick Mandeville, and Assisranr Dean of Srudenrs
Dayna Coleman provides course instruction for Whitworth's
program, and an advisory board comprising faculty from a va-
riety of departments provides general oversight.
According to Tammy Reid, '60, vice president for academic
affairs and dean of the faculty, higher education provides an
ideal setting for young adults to study and practice leadership.
"One of Whitworth's primary educational goals for its stu-
dents, given our mind-and-heart mission, is to prepare stu-
dents to make an effective contribution to the common
good," Reid says. "The college years are an optimal time for
young people to analyze and practice the beliefs and values
upon which good leadership is based. Students who fully un-
derstand the attributes and strategies of leadership will be
better equipped to step into leadership positions once they
leave Whitworth."
The Leadership Studies Program graduared one srudenr
during its second year; since then the number of students has
grown steadily, Burns says.
"By next year we will level off at about 20 students com-
pleting the minor each year," Burns says. "We also have quite
a few students who take as many courses as possible, knowing
rhar rhey will nor be able ro fulfill all of rhe minor require-
by Julie Riddle ' 2
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ments. This year we had 74 students enrolled in the five lead-
ership courses we offered."
Whitworth's leadership-studies courses immerse students
in leadership theory, including historical perspectives of lead-
ership as well as an in-depth study of a new social-science
paradigm based on the chaos theory first developed in math
and physics.
"The uniqueness of the program centers on its academic
grounding in theory that informs the practice of leadership,"
Burns says. "Many students in the program are student-gov-
ernment officers who have wonderful leadership skills and great
intuition about leadership, but they don't have the theoreti-
cal understanding necessary to know when and how best to
use their skills. The academic program fills that theoretical
void and bolsters the students' skills repertoire."
Freshman English and math-education major Lindy Andres
recently completed her first leadership-studies class and has
already grown in many areas, including overcoming her fear
of public speaking, learning when to share her workload by
delegating and when to take charge, and embracing conflict
to strengthen a team,
HI can think of nothing I'd rather do with my life than learn
how to be an effective leader and how to love and serve people
while empowering them to make a difference in the world,"
Andres says,
A major component of the leadership-studies minor is the
Transforming Leadership class, in which students read and
analyze leadership historian James MacGregor Burns' (no re-
lation to Whitworth's Burns) substantial tome, Leadership,
which provides the theoretical basis for the course,
"Transforming leadership is about getting inside people's
hearts and learning what really matters to them, and then
empowering them to take action to change their world in a
positive way," says junior education major and leadership-
studies minor McCayla Hudson,
Each year teams of students put MacGregor
Burns' theory into practice by developing for-
mal proposals detailing specific ways to help
eliminate global hunger. The proposals are
reviewed by a panel of Whitworth faculty
ad
and former students who select one proposal for the students
to implement on campus.
Previous projects have featured leadership-studies students
and other Whitworth students sleeping outside near the HUB
and fasting for up to three days; the meal money students save
by fasting is donated to a specific hunger-awareness program.
Project organizers bring in guest speakers and use visual aids,
such as placing hundreds of white Popsicle sticks in the ground
symbolizing people who die each day from starvation, to help
the campus community understand and become more aware
of the issues of global hunger and poverty.
"The project forces students to think about how well they
are living out their faith in relationship to the significant hun-
ger needs on this planet," Burns says, "By experiencing hun-
ger, if only for a couple of days, students become very aware of
how easy it is to ignore the problem of hunger when their
stomachs are always full."
In the past three years, students have raised thousands of
dollars to support programs worldwide, including Oasis House,
an orphanage in China; the Food for Work Project, which is
administered by a missionary in Ethiopia who provides food
for families in exchange for their work in their communities;
and the United Mission to Nepal, an organization that teaches
Nepali villagers farming and rural-development techniques,
"The projects help students learn that world hunger isn't
going to be solved by mega-programs or by just throwing money
at developing nations," Burns says, "They learn that through
significant personal commitment, and by taking small steps
repeated multiple times, individuals connecting with other
individuals can and do make a huge difference,"
The global-hunger projects are intense, demanding, and
life-changing for students.
"The task seemed too large and the resources too small,"
Hudson says of her experience. "But it was in those difficult
moments that I saw myself grow, and now I have the confi-
dence that I can do anything if I really put my mind and
heart to it."
Burns says that one of the most exciting results of the glo-
bal-hunger projects and the leadership courses is seeing how
students use their developing leadership skills in other areas,
such as ASWC, Young Life groups, and other classes.
"It is quite rewarding to teach a discipline in which stu-
dents begin to apply what they are learning immediately,"
Burns says. "I know the course content will stick with stu-
dents when they put into practice what they are learning as
soon as they walk out of the classroom."
Clapp's experience in the leadership-studies minor not only
changed his career plans, it altered the landscape of his
Whitworth education.
"While the minor itself was extremely valuable, what set it
apart as a key in my education was how the leadership-studies
classes could be integrated with my other classes and with
ASWC," Clapp says. "1 was taught, advised and equipped in
my leadership classes, and in turn I was able to learn from,
be guided by, and lead Whitworth's student body. It was a
wonderful opportunity." ..&.
Relational leadership skills prepare
students to make a difference
on campus and beyond
Nobody would ever mistake Laura Steidl for
George Wendr, rhe rotund actor who played the
lovable lush Norm on NBC's popular sitcom Cheers.
But when the sophomore enters the Warren Hall lounge late
one April evening, her resident assistant, Cristina Mbore, ech-
oes the TV show's familiar greering by joyfully calling our Steidl's
name and inviting her to have a drink - an Italian soda, in this
case, as opposed to Norm's malted beverage of choice.
All evening long, Moore connects with the residents uu-
der her charge. Some are invited to come back for a study
break. Others get to share an academic or intramural sports
triumph. Everyone is reminded that their little corner of the
Whitworth community is indeed a place where everybody
knows their name.
The same rhlng is happening all across campus as student
leaders entice residents into conversation and community
with pre-Cinco de Mayo celebrations, tiki-lounge music and
dancing, deep-fried Oreo snacks and a best-left-unexplained
activity involving bobbing for chocolate bars in bowls of
Mountain Dew.
"A good night," says veteran Baldwin-jenkins RA Arianna
Petersen, "is when you can bring people together who might not
otherwise interact. We try to focus not on how many people show
up, but on whether even one meaningful connection is made."
The over-arching goal, says Associate Dean of Students
Richard Mandeville, is to build a warm and supportive resi-
dential community where students have multiple points
of contact- with roommates and other residents, with
their student leaders, and with the resident dtrec-
tors.
This singular focus on relationship, building
influences everything from the number of stu-
dent leaders Whitworrh hires and the di-
verse roles they assume to how they are
trained and how they approach resi-
dence-hall programming, cornmu-
nitv building and discipline. Ir also sers Whirworth aparr from
most other colleges and universities.
The editor of Reslife.net, an online magazine serving stu-
dent-life professionals nationwide, heard about Whltworth's
unique approach to residence-hall staffing and programming
and asked Mandeville to write an article outlining his phi,
Iosophy. The article was recenrly reprinted in Talking Stick, a
magazine for the Association of College and University Hous-
ing Officers InternationaL
In the article, Mandeville points out that Whitworth's lead,
ership program, developed in the mid, 1980s, employs a greater
number and variety of student leaders than most colleges and
universities. In addition to the typical slate of RAs, each
Whitworth residence hall has ministry coordinators, health
coordinators, and cultural diversity advocates - positions that
don't even exist at most other schools.
Having these additional positions means that more students
with more diverse skills and interests are able to take advan-
tage of Whitworth's student-leadership opportunities and ben-
efit from the personal growth and vocational experiences they
provide. However, Mandeville adds, the time commitment is
relatively low for most positions, so student leaders also can
be involved in other extracurricular activities.
Hiring additional student leaders also results in an excep-
tionally favorable ratio of residents to leaders in Whitworth's
residence halls - abour Ifl-to-L, far berrer than the Zu-to-I
ratio found at most other schools, including private liberal
by Greg Orwig, '91
arts colleges. So it's not blind optimism or brash boasting when
Mandeville claims that Whitworth's student leaders really do
have the opportunity to develop deep relationships with ev-
ery resident on their floors or in their halls.
One way that leaders make those connections is through
"duty" - a rotating nightly assignment to hang out in rest-
dence-hall lounges engaging in casual conversations, educa-
tional and social programs, and activities that can charitably
be described as "energy releasers."
A few of the more memorable duty programs include fro-
zen-cricket-spitting contests, lounge-furniture obstacle courses,
and frozen-turkey bowling. But most duty programs focus on
helping residents adjust to college life, learn something new
or build a sense of community with one another. (See sidebar.)
These activities probably sound foreign to folks who went to
schools where RAs spend their time checking out vacuum
cleaners and busting students for noise violations. When
Mandeville hires resident directors who have worked at other
institutions, he has to convince them that patrolling the halls
is not only unnecessary at Whitworth, it's discouraged.
"I don't know of any other Christian college that gives its
students the freedom and responsibility that Whitworth
does," says Nicole Boymook, who served as an RD at
Whitworth and Calvin College in Grand Rapids, Mich., be-
fore returning last fall as assistant director of residence life
and the maugural RD for Boppell Hall. "We want to keep
the RAs and RDs away from playing the role of beat cop m
the residence halls. That gets in the way of dealing with more
important life issues."
The effort is not lost on students.
"What I've appreciated most about my RA is that she's ap-
proachable, someone safe I can talk to," says Steidl, a phtloso-
phv and psychology double major who will be an RA in South
Warren in the fall. "In a (disciplinary) confrontation sttua-
tion, you know she's doing it as a friend, with your best inter-
ests at heart."
Kyle Gilliam, a sophomore business-management major liv-
ing in Boppell Hall, views his RAs as friends and neighbors
rather than as hall monitors - especially since they looked the
other way when he temporarily "borrowed" a plant from the
lounge. "If the first time you speak to your RA is when he's
~\
Whitworth's Top 10
Residence Hall Duty Activities
One of the things that sets Whitworth's
residence life program apart from pro-
grams at other colleges and universities
is that Whitworth's student leaders spend
8 -11 p.m. every night on "duty" in the
dorm lounges. They use the time to lead educational, social and
energy~releasing activities or simply to engage students in con-
versation.
10. What's My Name-San? Whitworth's Japanese students
write the names of their fellow residents in Japanese characters
and explain their meanings. This is a great way for Whitworth's
U.S. and Japanese students to get to know one another.
9. Understanding Eating Disorders Health coordinators
help students understand what's behind these self-destructive con-
ditions and how to identify warning signs that someone may be
suffering from an eating disorder.
8. Frozen-Cricket Spitting Low participation holds this one
down in the rankings, but it does attract some residents who
rarely participate in more conventional duty activities and
programs.
7. Free Haircuts They're not always the best cuts, but they're
definitely the cheapest. Curiously, guys line up for them in far
greater numbers than do their female counterparts.
6. Agape Feast Ministry coordinators lead residents in sing~
ing and praise, then serve a feast of home-cooked food donated
by the families of Whitworth faculty and staff and Spokane stu-
dents. This event has helped many frazzled students survive
Finals Week.
S. At Your Service Student leaders go door-to-door through the
residence hall offering to take out residents' garbage or vacuum
their rooms, modeling the kind of servant attitude encouraged in
Whitworth students and connecting with residents who may not
hang out in the lounge very often.
4. Obstacle Course of Doom This mother of all energy-re-
lease activities uses lounge furniture to test the agility, endur~
ance and courage of students who are up for making spectacles
of themselves.
3. Flatbread Cooking Inspired by a student who learned to
make this traditional Native American staple on a mission trip,
this is one of many acrivities led by Whitworth's dedicated cul-
tural diversity advocates.
2. Go Nuts! An annual program that covers what all men
need to know to check themselves for testicular cancer. It has
helped several Whitworth students detect tumors in early stages.
1. Worthwhile Conversation Any night when even two stu-
dents make a meaningful connection that might not have hap~
pened if a Whitworth student leader hadn't been there to create
a warm and comfortable atmosphere.
writing you up for something, that would hinder the relation-
ship for later on," he says.
Helping students build healthy relationships with one an-
other and a strong sense of community in the dorm is just as
important as making sure they can relate to their RA. Ashley
Hamilton, a freshman physics major living in Baldwin-Jenkins,
was nervous about coming to Whitworth, not only because
she was leaving behind friends and family but because she knew
that as a Catholic she would be in the minority on campus.
She appreciated that her ministry coordinator, Pam Luke,
and RA, Ariana Petersen, organized a number of soJial events
at the beginning of the school year that enabled her to con-
nect with her fellow residents before denominational differ-
ences had a chance to become barriers. While Hamilton still
feels as if she doesn't always speak the same religious language
as some of her hallmates, she says they have connected so-
cially and intellectually.
"Ariana and Pam made sure we all got to know each other
as individuals and friends before we learned about people's
denominational backgrounds or religious beliefs," Hamilton
says. "When I first got here, I was really nervous about being in
college, and Ariana helped me to keep things in perspective."
Mark Baker, a ministry coordinator in The Village, adds,
"Really getting to know people - seeing them as individuals-
has to be the first step in getting anywhere spiritually. I think
Whitworth is doing a good job of helping students form posi-
tive relationships and trying to make sure nobody feels
marginalized."
Relational leadership is at the heart of the intense training
all student leaders receive during the week before residence
halls open in the falL Each morning, participants are trained
by student-life professionals for the specific roles and respon-
sibilities they will carry out in their leadership positions.
The roughly 45 RAs assigned one per residence-hall floor
or theme house work with Mandeville and his six resident
directors on strategies for building community - basically mak-
ing sure residents feel welcome in the dorm and have oppor-
tunities to know and be known by their leaders and fellow
residents. The training also covers the leaders' responsibility
to confront residents for behavioral violations and explores
ways in which to do this that preserve relationships for the
long term.
Campus Pastor and Dean of the Chapel Terry McGonigal
works with ministry coordinators, whose numbers have ex-
panded in recent years to more than 30 and who are assigned
roughly one per residence-hall floor. Their focus is on creat-
ing a residential climate that nourishes spiritual growth while
encouraging respect for students of diverse religious back-
grounds. One of their most common approaches involves the
creation of "S'' groups for seekers, skeptics, studies or support
- whatever best characterizes the needs and interests of the
group members.
The eight to J 0 health coordinators and emergency medi-
cal technicians, who are assigned one or two to each living
area, work with Jan Murray, director of the campus health
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center, on programs to promote wellness and address health-
related issues. They receive special training in first aid to be
initial responders to medical emergencies in the halls and are
also called on to treat colds, headaches, cuts and lacerations.
In addition, health coordinators work in the health center
assisting professional staff with a variety of services. This ex-
perience has helped launch a number of students' careers in
the medical profession.
The college's eight to 10 cultural diversity advocates are
assigned one per living area. They work with Esther Louie,
assistant dean for programming and diversity, on strategies for
building connections between international students, domes-
tic multicultural students and majority-culture students. They
help organize and run orientation for international students
at the beginning of the year and are in a unique position to
help these students adjust to life at Whitworth. CDAs receive
training in cross-cultural communication and create programs
designed to educate majority students on diversity and cul-
tural awareness.
The 30 or so ASWC executives, dorm representatives, ac-
tivity coordinators and student-media leaders who form
Whitworth's student government also participate in the train-
ing. A week prior to the training, Assistant Dean of Students
Dayna Coleman works with the three ASWC executives on
setting a vision for the year and on ways to lead the student
government in framing and accomplishing the goals to meet
that vision. "Then I step back and the ASWC executives ac-
wally lead the training process," Coleman says. "It is, after all,
the student government."
After the morning sessions, all participants come to-
gether to develop
skills in forming
healthy relation-
ships, building trust,
and leading with in-
tegri ty - tools that
Mandeville believes all leaders need in order to be success-
ful. In the evening, participants break into their respective
residence-hall groups to work with their RDs on team build-
ing and programming for the year ahead.
But the young leaders and student-life staff spend more time
than anything else on telling their personal stories.
"In terms of learning how to be relational, we get further
in two days of sharing our stories than we'd get in two years
of just working together; it's probably the most important
thing we do in training," Mandeville says. "We're trying to
instill in our residence-hall staff that leadership is all about
relationships. Everything they do will be influenced by the
quality of the relationships they have with the people they're
working with."
This concept appears to be just as relevant to leading a
church, a business or an army unit as it is in leading a rest-
dence hall. A remarkable number of former student leaders
have gone on to graduate school or seminary and are leaders
in fields ranging from education and youth ministry to high-
tech industry, international business and the military. Many
cite the training and experience they received as student lead-
ers at Whitworth as major factors in their success.
Holly S. (Grimm) Renfrow, a 1994 graduate in psychology,
is marketing director for a regional retirement community and
aspires to be a senior manager of a Fortune 500 company. She
said she has been to expensive corporate training seminars
that taught her nothing she hadn't already learned in her two
years as an RA in Warren.
"I developed relational skills, problem-solving skills and
conflict-resolution skills that I use every day in my Pet-
sonal and professional life," Renfrow says. "When I was
hired as an RA, I questioned whether I had what it
would take to do the job. But Dick Mandeville and
(former RD) Stephanie Halton saw something in
me that I didn't even see in myself and gave me
the opportunity. I gained the confidence that has
enabled me to be successful in the corporate
world."
While Renfrow and others lit up the room with
their potential before they were even hired,
Mandeville admits that he and hIS staff haven't
always recognized the potential of individuals who
have gone on to become Whitworth's most success-
ful student leaders. He can't help but smile when he
remembers some of the students he thought he was tak-
ing a chance on hiring for leadership positions.
l'We weren't sure they could lead a group of two in
silent prayer when we hired them, but they turned out to be
real world-changers," he says. "We have magnificent students,
and one of the great things about our leadership program is
that it gives more students the opportunity to spread their
wings and test their abilities. Something special happens when
you give someone the mantle of leadership." .A.
---_._._-------_._---------
Triangulation is a technique for establishing
the distance between two locations by
using points like the vertices of a triangle.
It is considered one of the best ways to establish
an exact location. While there are thousands of
compelling stories among the ranks of former Whitworth
student leaders who have taken seriously the college's admo-
nition to go out into the world and "honor God, follow Christ,
and serve humanity," the best map of the legacy of student
leadership at Whitworth might be found by "triar',gulating"
just three of these alumni.
Long before leadership studies became an educational pro-
gram or resident assistants shared their halls with myriad other
acronym-laden student leaders, Whitworth was helping gradu-
ates to choose a vocation and preparing them to make a dif-
Ference. The experiences and very different post-graduation
journeys of the Rev. Cinda (Warner) Gorman, '71; Marquis
Nuby, M.D., '85; and Travis Sines, J.D., '95, make it clear that
the path to Whitworth's current leadership training programs
emerges directly out of the college's successful past.
'He taught me the word "synergy" ,
Cinda Gorman knew about Whitworth because her older
siblings had all attended the college. "In the late '60s, it may
have been a 'safe' place to be, but I was also looking forward
to being far from my California home," says Gorman.
She graduated in February 1971 with a major in history
and an area of concentration in African- American studies.
She also earned an elementary-education teaching certificate.
Gorman served as an RA for a senior-women-only dorm in
Calvin Hall, was in charge of Homecoming and the annual
women's retreat, and organized the college's very first ASWC
Earth Day activities.
"Whitworth was in a time of transition in the early '70s,
and was boldly trying on new ideas," she says. "Then-presi-
dent Ed Lindaman led the team that dragged Whitworth mto
thinking about. .. the future of students who would face a radi-
cally different world than most of the trustees were envision-
ing for us, based on their past experience."
"Learning alongside great advisors was probably the best
experience [ had .... I became close friends with Ed Lindaman
and his family and was very influenced by his futurist ideas,"
Gorman says. "He taught me the word 'synergy' and it has
been one of my mantras. When I have brought churches to-
gether to tackle projects across denominationallines ... I think
of Ed."
Whitworth also prepared Gorman for her call to pastoral
ministry. "If I had not been given so many leadership opportu-
nities as a woman at Whitworth I would probably have been
more intimidated," Gorman says. "I was academically prepared
for seminary- level education and I knew how to juggle study
and employment and still have a life as a real person."
"Unfortunately, I was never offered a course in leadership
in seminary. I think most pastors learn leadership by trial and
error. Because I was without a mentor or even a role model as
the first woman graduate of Fuller Seminary to solo-pastor a
church, I took other young pastors under my wing in the ear-
lier years of my ministry so we could touch base about the
rigors and the lonely life of a rural parish," Gorman says.
Today, Gorman and her husband, Steve, '70, are co-pastors
of Westwood First Presbyterian Church in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Gorman is active with Habitat for Humanity, and she also
serves as chair of the Student Development Committee of the
board of trustees of San Francisco Theological Seminary. Last
year, she was named one of Cincinnati's Women of the Year
by the Cincinnati Enquirer newspaper.
'Jesus flipped the pyramid'
Marquis Nuby would never have heard of Whitworth
College had it nor been for basketball coach Jim Larson. "[
was one of three guys recruited from Southern California to
play in 1980," Nubv says.
Nuby graduared pre-med in 1985 with a degree in chemis-
try. He was involved with Fellowship of Christian Athletes
and was president of the Black Student Union his sophomore
year. He also served as an admissions volunteer and was ASWC
president in 1984-85. "All of my leadership experiences were
important to me," Nubv says. "I came to Whitworth as a low-
key person and I wasn't sure what I was capable of doing. I was
encouraged by the faculty, and my confidence grew."
Chemistry Professor (now emeritus) Bob Winniford and
his wife, Georgene, a nurse in the health center at the time,
were the first people to suggest that Nuby consider a career
in medicine. He heeded their advice, and during medical
school at Cornell University, a year of surgical residency at
Howard, three years of pediatrics at Baylor, and Air Force
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postings in California and on the East Coast, Nuby had an
opportunity to compare stories with a number of other stu-
dents and doctors. "While many of my colleagues were dis-
couraged from pursuing medicine, I had been encouraged,"
Nuby said. "Hands down, the nicest and warmest people I've
ever had the experience of working with were at Whitworth."
Nuby remembers hearing a speaker at Whitworth who dis-
cussed a model for leadership that "took the traditional leader-
ship pyramid with the power at the top and flipped it over. Jesus
Christ flipped the pyramid .... He was the first servant leader."
That idea has remained a guiding principle for Nuby ever since.
"People are usually enthusiastic to work with me because I'm
willing to get 'down in the dirt' with them," he says.
"Whitworth encouraged me to look for a calling, not just a
job. I realized early on that I wanted to make a positive im-
pact on society and that I could do that through pediatrics,"
Nubv says.
Nuby is a pediatrician in Fresno and an assistant professor
in the Fresno pediatric residency program of the University of
California, San Francisco. He is also part of an organization
working to increase health-care access and clinical services to
an underserved neighborhood in West
Fresno where he once lived. "My
grandmother still lives there,"
Nubv says. "I want to help build
the clinic there, staff it with
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residents, lower the infant-mortality rate and replicate this
program throughout California's Central Valley."
In his role as director of community pediatrics, he is help-
ing residents to make connections in the community. "We
wait too much for patients to come to our turf," he says. "We
need to go to their turf. For example, we do home visits for
pre-natal care. My daughter, Amber, is my only child, but 1
attempt to take care of all my patients like family."
'He had faith in me'
Travis Sines grew up in Spokane and transferred to
Whitworth after a brief stint at the University of Washing~
ton. He graduated in 1995 with a degree in economics.
"In the spring of 19931 was elected president of the ASWC,"
Sines says. "This was a watershed year at the college with the
arrival of the Robinsons and was a great learning experience
for me. I believe much of my understanding of human interac-
tion came from my experience as president. I'll never forget it."
Sines points to Whitworth President Bill Robinson as his
greatest mentor at the college. "He had faith in me," Sines
says. "He taught me to have faith in people and was a great
counselor during my term in office." He continues, "I have a
very 'hands-off' leadership style, much of which 1 attribute to
Bill. If you have good people working for you ... let them be
creative and successful.
"1do think that Whitworth has made me more able to dis-
cern important from unimportant," he continues. "I believe
my mind could have been educated in myriad institutions, but
1don't believe I would have developed as 1have from a 'heart'
perspective. I often think about passages in scripture like
Matthew 6:19~20 - 'Do not store up treasures for yourselves on
Earth ...' - and am reminded that there is another truth and
another success to which to aspire."
Sines attended law school at the University of Washington
and practiced business law from 1998 to 2001 with the Spo-
kane firm of Paine, Hamblen, Coffin, Brooke & Miller, LLP.
Now he works for U.S. Representative Jennifer Dunn of
Washington's Eighth District. "I am using
my knowledge of law, economics, and
political studies," Sines said. "I was
well prepared at Whitworth, borh
academically and socially, to deal
with the rigors of the practice of
law and the management of a
Congressional office. In my Po-
litical world, relationship-forma-
tion is what it's all about. It's
what I do every day all day: meet
with people and build bridges." '"
Action
CONTACT US
For information
about these and other
activities, contact
Director of Alumni
and Parent Relations
Tad Wtsenolj '89,
at (509) 777-4401
or 1-800-532-4668.
1'Oucan also e-mail
him at twisenor@
whitworth. edu.
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PARENTS
WEEKEND
Not to be outdone
by Homecoming,
this annual event
promises to be bigger
and better than ever.
Plan now tojoin
your students for a
Whitworth weekend
October11-13.
HOMECOMING/CAMPAIGN CELEBRATION
Homecoming 2002 is shaping up to be the biggest weekend at Whitworth
College since 1990's centennial celebration. The weekend of Oct. 18-20 will
feature the all-college celebration of the completion of the Faith in the Fu-
ture Campaign. the presentation of Whitworth's new alumni awards, the fall
musical production The Sound of Music, the alumni worship service, the 10~
year reunion for the Class of 1992, and the groundbreaking ceremony for
Weyerhaeuser Hall (assuming fund-raising is completed by that time). Did we
mention that our defending Northwest Conference football champion Pi,
rates will take the field in Ihe Pine Bowl, as well? Look for more information
on the alumni website or in your mailbox this summer.
ALUMNI IDEALS AWARD
During Senior Reflections on May 18, Grace Grabner, '02, of Hillsboro,
Ore., received the 63rd annual Alumni Ideals Award.
Nominated by five faculty and
staff members, including Commu-
nication Studies Professor Ron
Pyle, Grabner was honored for her
commitment to academics as a
communication studies and phi,
Iosophy double major, and to ath-
letics as a four, year starter on the
women's soccer team. Her work in
Award-winning senior Grace Grabner and public relations in the Publica,
Professor Ron Pyle at Senior Reflectiom. . Off d d d! .
'J~ (tons ice an e icanon to
Whitworth's mission were also mentioned as outstanding.
CORE 650 TO CHINA
As Richard Nixon once purportedly said to Mao, "Chairman, that is a great wall. " Thirty-one Whitworth
alumni, parents and friends agreed when they walked on the Great Wall of China in March. The tour, led by
Philosophy ProfessorForrest Baird and Director of Alumni and Parent Relations Tad Wisenor, was
Whitworth's fiurth Core 650 tour and the first to head to Asia.
class
IN MEMORIAM
Elizabeth Baumgartner, '38, died April 3.
After serving as a missionary in Egypt for
three years, she taught high school in
Palouse and Colfax, Wash., and then served
as the assistant dean of women at Seattle
Pacific University. She is survived by her
two sisters.
Mary Katherine Robinson, '39, died April 25.
Following her graduation from Whitworth,
she taught high school English, French, and
music. She lived in Bainbridge. Island,
Wash., where she taught piano lessons in
her home, from 1951-1999. She is survived
by her husband, Dougald, '41, one son,
Claude Robinson, '65, two daughters,
Lenore {Robinson} Chambers, '69, and
Mary (Robinson) Mohr, '80, six grandchil-
dren, including Robyn Chambers, '96, and
numerous nieces and nephews. Mary was
also the first recipient of the Whitworth
Alumni Ideals Award, presented annually to
an outstanding graduating senior.
Douglas Coleman, '41, died March 12.
Following his graduation from Whitworth,
Coleman joined the Army and served in Af-
rica and Italy. At the conclusion of the war,
he entered San Francisco Theological Semi-
nary, became an ordained Presbyterian min-
ister, and served several pastorates in
Washington, Montana, Oregon and Califor-
nia. He is survived by one brother, J. Bruce
Coleman, '47.
Dorothy (Gwinn) Rogers, '47, died Dec. 19.
She is survived by her husband, Donald,
two daughters, one son, one sister, four
brothers, and six grandchildren.
Marjorie (Nielson) Lewis, '48, died April 24.
Marjorie lived in San Carlos, Calif., and
was a member of First Christian Church
in Redwood City for more than 50 years.
She is survived by her husband, John, a
son and daughter, one brother, and eight
grandchildren.
Edwin Kretz, '52, died March 10. After re-
ceiving his master's degree in teaching,
he was a math teacher and basketball and
football coach in Davenport and Kalama,
Wash., and at North Central High School
in Spokane. In 1975 he founded Kretz Con-
struction Co., which he operated until his
death. Edwin was inducted into the Heri-
tage Gallery, Whitworth College Sports Hall
of Fame, in 1994, based on earning four
letters in football, basketball and baseball
and three letters in golf during his college
career. He is survived by his wife, Ramona
Aeschliman, '52, four sons, one daughter,
a brother and sister, and 16 grandchildren.
Richard Lutz, '61, died Sept. 6. Following his
graduation from Whitworth, Lutz attended
Princeton Theological Seminary and was or-
dained in 1964. He served as a parish pas-
tor and hospital chaplain, then moved to
Seattle in 1976. For the next 19 years, he
was chaplain on the Spinal Cord Unit at the
Seattle Veteran's Administration Hospital. In
1991, he became the founder and chaplain
of South-West Mental Health Ministry, a pro-
gram working with mentally ill people and their
families in South King County. He was also a
member of the Fellowship of Reconciliation
and was active in the Seattle Presbytery's
peacemaking task force. He is survived by
his wife, Karen Stonehocker, '61, two sons,
his mother and three grandsons.
Jill (Bauermeister) Smith, '82, died March
11 following a long battle with cancer.
Albert Gunderson died March 3. He was a
professor of theatre arts at Whitworth from
1965-1985.
Orpha Hedrick died March 13 at the age of
97. From 1932-39, she taught women's
physical education at Whitworth.
We have also been informed of the deaths
of Elaine Olson, '61, March 3, and Marlene
Hollenback, '85, March 7.
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":-. future whitworthians.-We are pleased towelcome thenewest members of the
Whitworth family and to
congratulate their parents.
Gary, '81, and Erika Rolf, a boy,
Isaac Christian, Dec. 1.
Karen (Cornwell, '82) and Ronald
Fortlander, a girl, Kaitlyn Jean,
Oct. 3.
William, '84, and Stephanie
(Redeleperger, '88) Barth, a boy,
Elijah Benjamin, Feb. 5, 2001.
Becky (Magnus, '85) and Scott
Peck, a boy, Michael Joseph, Aug. 2.
Byron, '85, and Regina Wade, a
boy, Andrew Fleming, Feb. 19.
Shana Wapstra Scott, '86, and Eric
Scott, a boy, Anson Drew, Dec. 27.
Scott, '86, and Miriam (Cox, '87)
Campbell, a girl, Lillian, Dec. 19.
Sten, '86, and Stephanie
(Russell, '89) Carlson, a boy,
Bjorn Arthur, April 21.
David, '89, and Jennifer Adams,
a girl, Anabelle Miranda, April 3.
Kelley, '91, and Alejandra Strawn,
a boy, Ian Allistair, Dec. 27.
Kenneth, '92, and Roselynn
Meagor, a girl, Katherine Amada,
Feb. 24.
Keith, '93, and Kim (Ruthardt,
'93) Knowles, a girl, Lilla Cariell,
Jan. 2.
Harry, '94, and Kari (Matson, '94)
Neff, a boy, Callen Peter, Dec. 20.
Robb, '94, and Rebecca
(Snelling, '96) LeRoy, a boy,
Jonah Trueman, May 17,2001.
Michelle (Mooney, '94) and An-
drew, '95, Robblee, a boy, Jacob
Andrew, March 11.
lan, '96, and Victoria Wood, a boy,
Rory, July 11. 2001.
Michael, '96, and Ashley Larkin,
a girl, Sicily Ana, Jan. 12.
Tamara (Knapp, '96) and Richard
Holschen, a boy, Caleb Simeon,
Sept. 2.
Brian Kendall, '97, and Sharrie
(Hodsden, '97) a boy, Ian Thomas,
Nov. 24.
Larry, '97, and Sheila Turner, a
boy, Desmond, Aug. 31.
Karen (Leman, '98) and Joshua
Gilstrap, a boy, Nathanael
Charles, April 29.
Megan (Banasek, '99) and Robert
Brooks, a boy, Thomas Gerald,
Feb. 11.
class of '45
Robert McGrath and George
Rodkey recently provided musical
entertainment at University Pres-
byterian Church's Skymasters
Banquet in Seattle. They met in
1941 as members of the
Whitworth Quartet.
class of '48
55th Reunion on June 20-22, 2003,
during Whitworth Famify Weekend
Reunion Committee: Dee Dee (Marcus)
Baugh (ddbaugh@juno.com), Irene Merkel
class of '53
50th Reunion on June 20-22, 2003,
during Whitworth Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Weston Gray
(gray. wd.jc@juno.com)
class of '54
Stanley and Edna (Rasmussen)
Hollingsworth moved from Goleta,
Calif., to Valle Verde Retirement
Community in Santa Barbara.
Stanley teaches English as a sec-
ond language and is a pastel art-
ist. Edna enjoys babysitting her four
grandchildren and working on fam-
ily history and genealogy. They are
both active members of First Pres-
byterian Church of Santa Barbara.
wife, Nancy, and is owner of
Chatalas & Assoc., which special-
izes in long-term-care insurance.
class of '68 and Steam Museum and the
Toppenish, Simcoe & Western
Railroad.
35th Reunion on June 2()'22, 2003,
during Whitworth Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Mike Goins
(mgoins@georgefox.edu)
Barry Kirkeeng is coordinator of
career and technical education for
the Tacoma School District in
Tacoma, Wash.
class of '63
40th Reunion on June 20-22, 2003,
during Whitworth Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Doug and Sharon
(Hottle) Clegg, Bob and Marie (Closter)
Duryee, Ben Lindstrom
(spc@seanet.com)
Tim McNally is a seni&rvice presi-
dent for Schneider Securities in
Atlanta, Ga.
class of '58
45th Reunion on June 20-22, 2003,
during Whitworth Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Earl and Ann
(Maddux) Buri, Ron Rice
(ronrice7@aol.com), Marilyn (Schimpf)
Webber
class of '70
Robert Ensign has been named
associate vice president of aca-
demic affairs at Morris Brown Col-
lege in Atlanta, Ga.
class of '69 class of'72
Mary (Laschkewitsch) and her
husband, S. Roger O'Dell, '70,
live in Wapato, Wash., where she
is director of special education for
the Wapato School District and he
is a principal in the Toppenish
School District. They are both in-
volved with the Yakima Valley Rail
Dorothy (Larson) Hay is the direc-
tor of the Issaquah Singers, a com-
munity choir that sings at civic
events, nursing homes and retire-
ment centers in the Seattle area.
Gary Bristow lives in Winlock,
Wash., and teaches high-school bi-
ology, physical science, computer
repair and networking; he also
coaches girls varsity basketball.
class of '60 class of '65
John Chatalas earned honorary
retirement in March from the
Presbytery of the Cascades. He
lives in Portland, Ore., with his
Peter Wuertz has lived in the San
Francisco Bay Area since 1965
and has been in sales for the past
17 years.
Farm a fertile setting for cross-cultural ministry
When Sheri Noah, '77, was sent to
First Presbyterian Church of Hollywood
as part of Whitworth's Diakonia mission
program, she never imagined that it
would change her life. But as she ran YBS
day camps for children of African-Amen-
can, Hispanic, Korean and Italian back-
grounds during the summer of 1976,
Noah made an important discovery. She
loved the richness that came from work-
ing with children from diverse cultural
backgrounds. "It was there that I received
my call," she says, "to work with the poor
and to build bridges across cultures."
Answering this call led Noah to other
cross-cultural opportunities. She taught
migrant children in Naches, Wash., and
then went on to do mission work in
South and Central America. After she
graduated from McCormick Seminary in
1986, her first ordained call as a solo pas-
tor was to Trinity Presbyterian Church
in Stockton, Calif., a multiethnic con-
gregation comprising Filipino, Hispanic,
African-American, Southeast Asian, and
Caucasian members.
Noah and her husband, David Hacker,
moved to Detroit in 1995; there she be-
came the director of Fort Street Open
Door, a ministry to the homeless and
needy. The couple worked together serv-
ing hot meals and providing clothing and
Sheri Noah offers a veggie treat to one of
Campbell Farm's llamas.
medical services to more than 400 people
every week. "It was a wonderful opportu-
nity for service, and I loved our guests
and volunteers as brothers and sisters in
Christ," says Noah.
In February 200 I, Noah and Hacker
began their new life in Wapato, Wash.,
as co-directors of Campbell Farm. Lo-
cated on the Yakama Indian Reservation,
close to where Noah grew up, Campbell
Farm is a mission station and a retreat
and conference center on a 40~acre work-
ing farm owned and operated by the Pres-
byterian Church. While Noah and
Hacker host a variety of workshops, re-
treats and conferences designed to build
bridges of understanding between mul-
tiple cultures, it's their summer mission
program that keeps them busiest. Indi-
viduals and groups from across the coun-
try come to work on the farm and in the
local community doing service projects
that include working on the homes of the
elderly or disabled, serving meals at the
local mission, and putting on vacation
Bible schools.
Because Campbell Farm has a work-
ing apple orchard and a vegetable garden,
everyone gets to work as a farmhand.
Guests even help care for the farm ani-
rna Is - llamas, alpacas, horses, chickens,
geese and pigs. On the reservation, they
learn about living in a cross-cultural corn-
munity that is primarily Native Amen-
can, Hispanic, Asian, African-American
and Caucasian.
For Noah, working in a cross-cultural
setting is a dream come true. "The call I
received so many years ago at First Pres-
byterian Church of Hollywood has come
full circle," she says. "At Campbell Farm,
I'm building bridges across the various
cultures and peoples right where I grew
up. This is an exciting place to be as we
build new friendships. We continue to be
challenged. God has called me to this
new endeavor, and I am blessed."
a
class
class of '73
30th Reunion on June 20·22, 2003,
during Whitworth Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Positions still
available. Please contact the Office of
Alumni and Parent Relations.
Deborah Clinton teaches first and
second grade and has been in-
volved in musical community the-
atre in Seattle, Wash., where she
lives with her husband, William
Bailey.
class of'77
John Miller is the athletics direc-
tor at Mt. Spokane High School
in Spokane. Jean Ware is in her
fourth year of teaching English at
Asia University in Tokyo, Japan.
class of '78
25th Reunion on June 20·22, 2003,
during Whitworth Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Positions still
available. Please contact the Office of
Alumni and Parent Relations.
Shellye Lindsay lives in Boise,
Idaho, where she teaches music
at two elementary schools and
instructs at-risk high-school stu-
dents in music theory and en-
semble groups. Marta (Kiger)
Morrison is a single mom with two
teenage daughters. She lives in
Santa Ana, Calif., where she is a
teacher.
class of '79
Ian Macinnes-Green moved to
Roswell, N.M., with his wife, Kim-
berly, and son, Samuel. Ian is an
interim pastor serving a congre-
gation of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church of America. Michael
Mooney directs the Easter Seals
Washington Summer Camp in
Vaughn, Wash. The rest of the
year, he and his family live in
wanganuf New Zealand, where he
teaches high-school math.
class of '80
Robin Wieber is pastor of worship
at Grace Covenant Church in Aus-
tin, Texas, and is enrolled in the
master of biblical studies program
at Dallas Theological Seminary.
class of '81
Richard Miller is executive asso-
ciate pastor at Bryn Mawr Presby-
terian Church in Bryn Mawr, Pa.
class of '82
Sharon (Hagood) Amstutz is a
pastor at Covenant Presbyterian
Church in Johnson City, Tenn.
Karen (Cornwell) Fortlander is a
mental-health therapist in Port-
land, Ore. Cheryl (Akerson)
Forbes is at home with her son,
Matt, following her retirement in
2000.
TENNIS ALUMS RETURN FOR TOURNEY
WOmens Tennis CoachJo Wagstaff recently hosted the first alumni
tennis tournament in her18years as Whitworths coach. Pictured
are (bottom row) JoelIe Staudinger, '99, Amy Austin, '01, Lisa
Benscheidt, '00, Susie Chang, '92, and (top row) Wagstaff,
Tara (Fiebick) Cooper, '97, Dawn Eliassen, '98, Julane
(Lussier) Dover, '93, and Kathleen (McCloskey) Hanson, '91.
The tourney took place March 16 at North Park Racquet Club.
The alums put up a good fight, but the current Pirates prevailed.
LOBAUGH ASSUMES TOP PASTOR POST AT KNOX
On Sunday, April 7, Tom Lobaugh, '86, pictured here with his
wife, Katherine (Hoadley, '93), was installed as the new senior
pastor of Knox Presbyterian Church in Spokane. Whitworth
President Bill Robinson gave the installation address.
class of '83
20th Reunion on June 20-22, 2003,
during Whitworth Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Deanne (Novasky)
Silva (vwghia611@aol.com)
Janette (Tautfest) Wanless and
her husband, Ken, have left the
tire business and are now doing
rehab construction. They buy der-
elict houses, fix them up, and re-
sell them. Ellen White married
Bryan Ford in April. They are living
in Cupertino, Calif. Ellen received
her master's degree in social wel-
fare and public health from the
University of California at Berke-
ley. For the past six years, she has
worked with people with spinal-
cord injuries for the Veterans
Health Administration in Palo Alto.
class of '84
Christopher Wirt is working with
a friend on their first Christian pro-
gressive rock album. Christopher
works in the mortgage industry
and has directed music at two
churches and participated in
praise and worship teams. Kevin
Brown reports, "While the blue-
grass stuff you wrote about lin our
Winter 2002 issue] is certainly a
fun part of my life ... my class-
mates, are all probably wondering
what happened to Joan (Conley)!
The real news is that Joan and ,
celebrated 15 wonderful years of
marriage this past summer, and
we have two great kids, Janae (11)
and Caleb (8). Joan teaches sec-
ond grade in the Mead School Dis-
trict, and I work from home writ-
ing software for Xchange, Inc. We
live out in the country north of
Spokane."
class of '85
Gordon Toyama and Wendy
Rigmaiden were married in July
2000 in Whitworth's Seeley G.
Mudd Chapel. Groomsmen ln.
cluded Ryan Clements, '88, Jim
Nendel, '82, Steve Gillis and Dick
Mandeville. Scripture was read by
Howard Gage, '62. Gordon com-
pleted his master's degree in col-
lege-student affairs at Azusa Pa-
cific in May 2001. He is working
at Oregon State University as as-
sistant director of the recruitment
office. Byron Wade is the pastor
of Davie Street Presbyterian
Church in Raleigh, N.C., where he
lives with his wife, Regina, and
their son.
class of '86
Martha (Giles) McMillin is work-
ing as a church planter in Cambo-
dia with her husband, Daniel, and
three children. Carolyn Sue
(Stallings) Seepe practices fam-
ily medicine in Danville, Va., where
she lives with her husband,
Michael, and four children. Dou-
glas McFalls is doing develop-
ment work in Tanzania. For more
information, visit his website at
www.chekacheka.crg. Scott Ward
lives with his wife, Jennifer, and
their two children in Spokane,
where he is a sales representa-
tive at Spokane Packaging, and is
training for triathlons. He hopes
to compete in the Canadian
Ironman in 2003. Dana Stockman
teaches French at Sandpoint High
School, sings with the North Idaho
Chorale and is choir director at First
Presbyterian Church in Sandpoint,
Idaho. Last year she took her stu-
dents on a to-day trip to France,
and attended a symposium on in-
ternational student travel in
Amsterdam and the ACTFLnational
convention in Washington, D.C.
class of'87
Kerri (Taubenheim) Besette is
teaching first and second grade at
Tara Hills Christian Academy in
San Pablo, Calif.
class of '88
Scott Wetzel is CEO of Contineo
Technologies, Inc., in Spokane,
and is working on his EMBA at the
Univ. of Washington. He chairs the
young executives committee of the
Spokane Regional Chamber of
Commerce and the Five Mile Prai-
rie Neighborhood Council, and is
on the Whitworth College Technol-
ogy Advisory Board and Spokane
Mayor John Powers' blue-ribbon
committee for civil-service reform.
Tim Miller is living in Walnut
Creek, Calif., and was recently
made a partner in the high-profile
law firm of Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meacher and Flom.
class of '89
Dave Rohrman and his wife, Mary,
are working for the Hermiston
School District in Hermiston, Ore.
Dave is the head track-and-field
coach. Dan Hulsizer is finishing
law school at Hofstra Univ. on
Astute readers who recall their high-
school literature assignments know that
Boo Radley was a misunderstood char-
acter in the classic novel To Kill a Mock-
ingbird. And if you've been around Spo-
kane for any length of time, you prob-
ably know that Boo Radley's is one of
the most interesting shopping experi-
ences the Inland Northwest has to of-
fer. Whether you're looking for a lava
lamp or psychotherapy-themed refrig-
erator magnets - or for an amazing ar-
ray of t-shirrs, CDs and unusual gifts -
this unique repository of pop-culture
ephemera, owned and operated by
Whitworth alumni Andy, '86, and Kris
(Burns, '90) Dinnison, is the place to
find them.
The store, now a Spokane landmark,
recently earned the Mystery Shopper
Award from Giftware Business magazine.
According to the editor's note in G.B.ls
December issue, "After weld spent another
year of crisscrossing the globe, looking for
the best retailers out there, this store
ranked as the best of the best." The
Dinrusons' shop, opened in 1993, was cho-
sen tops in the country for its superior cus-
Long Island. He lives in Williston
Park, N.Y., with his wife, Jill.
Maseko Nxumalo is director of
operations and finance at the
Sandton Convention Centre In
Sandton City, South Africa.
class of '90
Tim Kalafut is a forensic DNA ana-
lyst at the United States Criminal
Investigation Laboratory at Fort
Gillem, Ga. He does forensic DNA
testing for all branches of the De-
partment of Defense. Tim lives
with his wife, Carol, and their son
in Fayetteville, Ga.
class of '91
Staci (Baird) Stoller and her hus-
band, Daniel, are building a home
in League City, Texas.
class of'92
10th Reunion on October 18-20,
2002, during Homecoming Weekend
Andy Dinnison at work among the wind-up
robots and goofY lunchboxes at Boo Radley's.
tamer service, displays and gift selection.
Halfway through earning his under-
graduate degree in business management,
Andy Dmnison realized that one of
Whitworth's strengths was its humanities
classes, so he used his remaining electi ves
to take classes in history, English and art.
He singles out Arlin Migliazzo, Leonard
Reunion Committee: Denise (Litchfield)
Decker (bradldeck@aol.com), Matt
Freeman (mb-free@juno.com), Dianna
(Dolly Cooke) Jackson
(dianna_dollyjackson@yahoo.com), Jen
Pifer ljennifer.pifer@turner.com), and
Julie Riddle ljriddle@whitworth.edu)
Mason Marsh is in charge of mu-
seum education at the Experimen-
tal Aircraft Association Museum in
Oshkosh, Wise. Diane Hanson is
living in Spokane and working with
homeless, impoverished, drug-
and alcohol-addicted men in a 90-
day, intensive, inpatient treatment
facility. Maria (Ferguson) Myers
completed a training program at
the Academy for Coach Training in
Bellevue, Wash., and is now a cer-
tified professional coach.
class of '93
Anna Schowengerdt is living in
Uganda, where she works with
Catholic Relief Services. As assis-
tant country representative, she
manages large emergency and
Oakland and Pauline Haas among those
professors who impressed and influenced
him with their knowledge of and passion
for their subjects. "Whitworth is a great
community, but it's important for stu-
dents to make room for other kinds of
classes outside their major. They should
also get out into town and find out what
Spokane is all about," he says.
Dinnison worked for Auntie's Book-
store after graduating from Whitworth
and climbed the ladder to store manager.
He then decided to try working as a trav-
eling sales rep, but soon abandoned that
idea. "Life on the road was tough, espe-
cially in my dad's crappy Volvo, which I
was borrowing at the time," he says. On
a business trip to Sun Valley, he began
sketching out the plan that would be-
come Boo Radley's.
As a player in Spokane's downtown
renaissance, Dinnison likes what he sees.
"Ten years ago when we started this con-
cept, Spokane was limited in so many
ways," he says. "Since then the choices
have gone crazy. There has been real
growth in the number and quality of res-
taurants and shops."
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Alums run award-winning pop-culture shop
class
development programs including
those that address HIV/AIDS, ago
riculture, microfinance, rural re-
habilitation, emergency food dis-
tribution, and peace building.
Paul Spencer is living in Spokane.
In January, he narrated Goodbye,
My Fancy for Whitworth's
Reader's Theatre.
class of '94
Laura Smith married Russell
Strudwick in July in Portland, Ore.
She teaches English, history, dog
training and psychology to high-
school students. Wendy Arralde
married Charlie Pottgen in Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho, in October (see
photo below). Scott Mayfield is
an art teacher in Anchorage,
Alaska, where he lives with his
wife, Jennifer, and their two chil-
dren. Michelle (Ryker) Batsford
and her husband, Erik, have
moved to Overland Park, Kan.
class of '95
Anne-Marie Williams and Trevor
Strohman were married Sept. 8.
They live in San Luis Obispo, Ca-
lif., where Anne-Marie teaches En-
glish at Cal Poly and Cuesta Col-
lege. Wendy (Odegard) Warwick
is a graduate of the Univ. of Wash-
ington School of Medicine and is
in a residency program in anesthe-
siology at Virginia Mason Medical
Center in Seattle. Nicole Kalomas
and Gregory Pappas were married
in June in Newport Beach, Calif.
Nicole is a hospital administrator
at Rowland Convalescent Hospital
in Covina, Calif. Bethany (Grout)
Moser, her husband, John, and
their two sons live in Metlakatla,
Alaska, on Annette Island. Sean
Wescott is recording several
dance mixes under the name "Ge-
nius." Julienne Gage completed
her master's degree at EI Pais
School of Journalism in Madrid,
Spain. She is living in Madrid, col-
laborating as a bilingual writer with
Spain's leading newspaper, £1
Pais, and the Miami Herald. Her
articles have also appeared in U.S.
and Latin American magazines.
Randall Cabana married Bethanie
Adams, '98, in Januaryon Huki Lau
Beach in Ko'olina, Hawaii.
class of '96
Tamara (Knapp) Holschen lives in
Barrow, Alaska, where her hus-
band, Richard, is a police officer.
Sarah Marsh graduated from
Princeton Theological Seminary in
May 2001. Amy (Nelson) Bualek
graduated from Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary and lives in Char-
lotte, N.C., with her husband,
Brad. Stephanie (Green) Clark
lives in Bremerton, Wash., where
she is a third-grade teacher. Mat-
thew Douglas has been stationed
in Kaiserslautern, Germany, with
the U.S. Army. He was deployed
to Naples, Italy, for four months,
NUPTIALS REUNITE WHITWORTHIANS
It was a 1332-1333 warren Hall R.A. staff reunion at the
Octoberwedding cf Charlieand Wendy (Arralde} Pottgen, '94,
in Coeur d' Alene, Idaho. Pictured from left to right are Matt
VanSickle, '98, Kristi Lonheim, '95, Keith Knowles, '93,
Holly (Grimm) Renfrow, '94, Pottgen,Kim (Ruthardt)
Knowles, '93, Heidi (Boomer) VanSickle, '93, Melissa
LaRue, '94, Dione Jantz, '93, and Stephanie Halton, '88.
More than 40 Whitworthians attended, representing erasfrom the
classesof 1950 to 1996. Renfrow was matron of honor and
Halton and Dianna (Cooke) Jackson, '92, were bridesmaids.
•
supporting medical-eontingency op-
erations in the Balkans, Eastern
Europe and Africa. He is now a cap-
tain and works as a medical legis-
tics readiness officer in San Anto-
nio, Texas. Wendy (Dahm) Johnson
received her MBA from Arizona
State University in May 2001 and
is working at Electronic Education
in Phoenix, Ariz. She and her hus-
band, Greg, '97, live in Tempe.
class of '97
Karen (Ellison) Andrues is a nurs-
ing student in the WSU-ICN pro-
gram in Spokane, specializing in
labor, delivery and neonatal care.
Kimberley Steinbruecker and
Darrell Zorn were married July 21
and are living in Eastport, Idaho.
Kimberley teaches and works as
an athletic trainer, and Darrell
works for the U.S. Customs Ser-
vice. Elizabeth Bothwell teaches
fourth grade in inner-city San Di-
ego, Calif. Seth Irish is director of
social services at SCB, a banana
and pineapple exporting company
in Abidjan, Ivory Coast. Maile
(Yamashita) Aden is director of
curriculum and instruction for the
Morrison Academy in Taichung,
Taiwan. Chris and Tara (Fiebick)
Cooper work with the Billy Graham
Association in Spokane preparing
for the Inland Northwest Festival
2002, which will feature Franklin
Graham. Gregory Johnson is a
doctoral candidate in plant biology
at Arizona State University and is
writing a dissertation on ultravio-
let-induced blue fluorescence in
plant foliage.
class of '98
Jennifer Lee earned a master's de-
gree in psychology and is working
toward a Ph.D. in clinical psychol-
ogy at George Fox University in
Newberg, Ore. Justin Childers mar-
ried Sonia Medina in 1999 and is
working toward a master's degree
in divinity at Andrews University in
Berrien Springs, Mont. Kirsten
(Brandvold) Sabata and her hus-
band, Doug, are adopting an 11-
year-old son from Vietnam. Kirsten
completed her master's degree in
curriculum and instruction through
Lesley University. She teaches
Spanish at Kelso High School in
Kelso, Wash. Julie Correll married
Todd Virgil Billow in August. They
live in Kennewick, Wash. Sarah
Rice received ajob promotion and
now lives in Cypress, Calif. Erik
HOW SWEET THE SOUND
Angela Hunt, '02, left,
finally worked up the nerve to
call a favorite gospel singer,
Delois Barrett Campbell,
right, lead singer of the Barrett
Sisters, to thank her fir being
an inspiration. Hunt was then
invited to sing as part of the
South Chicago worship service
celebrating Campbell's life in
music. Hunt sang one of
Campbell's signature tunes
and, according to Music
Proftssor Debbie Hansen,
brought the house down. Hunt
and Campbell have become
fast friends, and Hunt is
already scheduled to record a
solo with a gospel choir in
Chicago in October.
Olson is a corrections officer with
Washington State's Department of
Corrections. Kristin Dashen is earn-
ing a master's degree in mental-
health counseling from Seattle Uni-
versity and is pursuing a post-
master's certificate in school coun-
seling. Glynis Bathum married Brad
Morris and is teaching first and sec-
ond grade in Everett, Wash. She
also leads the senior-high youth
group at her church and is working
on a master's degree in creative
arts in education. Carrie Wasser re-
cently married Steve Andersson.
They live in St. Paul, Minn.
class of '99
Tiffany Smith married Kevin Kalal
in October 2001 in Tacoma,
Wash., where they have pur-
chased a home. Timothy Haslet
and Elizabeth Rodman were mar-
ried in February 2001 in Oak Har-
bor, Wash. Amanda Ayars is
studying at Austin Presbyterian
cepted into the MFA technical the-
atre program at the Univ. of Idaho
and has been invited to design for
the Idaho Repertory Theatre.
Adam and Joscelyn (Wilson)
Stevens bought their first house
in Carnation, Wash., a year ago.
Adam is an electrical apprentice
and Joscelyn is a teacher. Erin
Gauntlett married Jason Vander
Meide in March. They live in
Kirkland, Wash., and she works
as an administrative ct'ssistant in
Bellevue. Angela Reynolds is a
Peace Corps volunteer in Niger,
West Africa, in a collaborative pro-
gram with UNICEF called Inte-
grated Basic Services, which
works to improve the health and
well-being of women and children.
Noah Hurd is attending Columbia
University's Teacher's College in
Manhattan, N.Y., and is teaching
ESL in a high school in New York
City. Sarah Van Voorhis married
Jeremy Thompson in March and
teaches fifth grade in Riverside,
Calif. Joshua and Shawnda
(Rotmark, '00) Hoops plan to
teach English with the English
Language Institute in China.
class of '00 leader at First Presbyterian Church
and Marla is editor of Lighthouse
Magazine, a local Christian publi-
cation. Kristy (Colgan) Collins is
studying for her JD degree with an
emphasis in taxation at Chapman
Univ. School of Law in Orange,
Calif. Rachel Hufman is company
manager at ACT in Seattle, Wash.
Monica Sorenson and Patrick
Ernsberger were married Oct. 28.
They live in Great Falls, Mont.,
where Monica is director of Chris-
tian education at the local Pres-
byterian church and Steve is a 1st
Lieutenant in the Air Force. Kasey
Rivas lives in Seattle and plays
women's professional football for
the Seattle Warbirds. James and
Lauren (Murray) Sullivan live in
Visalia, Calif., where he works in
finance for CIGNA Healthcare and
she works at Care Pregnancy Cen-
ter. The Sullivans will move soon
to Denver, Colo., where Lauren will
pursue her master's in counsel-
ing at Denver Seminary and James
will pursue his MBA at Denver Uni-
versity. Kevin Benson works in the
office of institutional advance-
ment at Whitworth and has been
appointed to the board of
Spokane's Blue Door Theatre.
grad student notes
Steven Indgjerd, M.Ed. '93, prin-
cipal of Grant Elementary School,
was named the Dick Stannard Dis-
tinguished Elementary Principal of
the Year by the Spokane Elemen-
tary School Principals Association.
Diane E. Brennan, M.Ed. '97, a
counselor at Deaconess Hospital,
married Robert Cunningham in
September. Current M.Ed. student
Linda Buff won the ASCD National
Outstanding Article Award for her
article, No Excuses, published in
the Washington State Association
for Supervision and Curriculum
Development'sjournal Curriculum
in Context. Current M.Ed. student
Cathy P. Stephens married
Michael Muzatko in October.
WHOA!
Look for Brandon and Blake
Hansen, twin sons of Selby
and Rachael (Gazdik)
Hansen, both '99, on campus
in about /8 years.
Theological Seminary. Pamela
McNamer married George Wilder
in November 2001. Joel Hobson,
who spent two years as technical
designer for a theatre company in
Des Moines, Iowa, has been ac-
class of '01
Luke and Marla (Meekhof) Hyder
were married Dec. 26. They live
in Spokane, where Luke is worship
Law school is next for determined single mom
Scholarship-award luncheons can be
predictable affairs, so when Cynthia
Parker, '02, was invited to Bellevue to
receive the Soroptomists' Northwest Re-
gional Women's Opportunity Award in
May, she expected it to be a fairly inti-
mate event. She had been asked to say
a few words about what the award meant
to her, and she prepared a two-minute
thank-you. When she arrived at the
Doubletree Hotel, however, "There
were Soroptomists everywhere," she
says. HI was seated at the head table and
was told after my arrival that. . .l was
expected to 'tell my story' to 300 women
I had never met. I related approximately
20 minutes of the high points ... and they
seemed to like it!"
She had quite a story to share. A 46-
year-old mother of six, Parker grew up
in Southern California and married in
1975. She enjoyed being a stay-at-home
mom until divorce changed her life. "I
realized I was unable to support my fam-
ily, and I felt that it was imperative that
gan the program just a rad insecure") to
reaching new heights in her life and her
career. "My time at Whitworth has
given me incredible insight and strength
to set higher goals and work toward ac-
complishing them," she says. "I can truly
say that my outlook and perspective
have changed at Whitworth."
One thing that won't change for
Parker in the wake of her graduation is
the prospect oflots of homework. In ad-
dition to being "a tremendous honor,"
the $5,000 scholarship she received
from the Soroptomists will also go a long
way toward helping her attend law
school at Gonzaga University, she says.
"The shattering of our home was the
most devastating experience of my
life," she says. "However, my life and
the lives of my children have been sig-
nificantly helped and stabilized
through others' skillful and compas-
sionate practice of law. I'm excited to
pursue an avenue by which I may help
others in difficult situations."
Continuing Studies Director Cheryll-awter
helps Cynthia Parker secure her mortarboard
at the 2002 graduate commencement.
1 finish my degree as quickly and effi-
ciently as possible," she says.
A friend told Parker about
Whitworth's degree-completion pro-
gram for working adults, and she joined
the Organizational Management Pro-
gram after completing a few classes in
the evening.
Her Whitworth experience has taken
her from questioning her ability ("I be-
•
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